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The Student Senate, has appointed, and 
anthorized the following ---—-"--——-
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c a n institute a 
n ^ before the £rstrtwo weeks 
of Ike 
the semeator hr -which thcF 
TIME SCHEDULE: 
1stElectionCommittee meeting. 
(which wfflbeptiblicizied) of attendance at 
> J 2 > ^ ^ 
Committee) wffl participate in the operation 
or tanulstfen ofvbtes. • -=-"-:- /:'--r^ 
(̂ > t^Mauiipaigningo* any land will take 
place in the voting area during elections^ 
<4> No campaigning wffi taa* place pnorr 
to September 19. Candidates are subject to 
forfeit position on the election ballot andV or 
restriction of cam paigning rights- for 
violating this rule. ^ 
<5) Any Candidate who is on the ESecti 
Committee andis running for 
iS**C»?y.-
in 
random with the « ^ » v ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ - -
dinatornf Student Activj»es>~ c '•:5?~<?. * ti:• •>•.-*%• 
NOTE: "fit case thettifab&& 3 f c j w ^ e n t 
s tudentbodyvote* notcm^vO^ J E a # ^ o ^ 
ComnStteewiliaismgtheeiecttofr 
a guidelme) reconimend to me 
appointmentsto Student fJovejpiBent; 
RobatoRodrigue^Gfeairman 
'•>**'?•??•-
Amelidmeiits^-AmendmenU to the 
an^Referendttm Committee and 
. v aa per cent vote of m e general 
ARTICLE VI 
• : \ 
Association shall act as the 
publishers of TICKER and consist of six day 
^canion students, 5 elected at large and one, 
appointed by student government for a term 
: nf-'•one year. Ticlra- AsscK^tion is cliarged 
wim the responsibility of eiecting the editor, 
conducting the financial affairs and 
regulating* the publishing of the paper.. 
Ticfer Association shall create its own by-
laws. :''•''"'..-. 
known to the general student body about 
elections and applications for office. 
""' JBjt::"i*-r- •;:"'"v^.;'": '.';-.:v: '••:.:': *• '.'/ ' 
„ 4 *£&. deadfae for handing in « p -
piicaBons. Election Committee ̂ will meet 
wim all candidates to discuss election 
program and procedures. 
Sept 19— 
Candidates begin campaign. 
Sept 26— 
Last day for campaigning. 
_ Sept, 27-29-—V 
<.' Elections. 
RULES: . " 
(1) Elections Committee is responsible 
for selecting a location where students can 
meet and pose questions to candidates. In 
addition;-the Elections Committee shall 
require all candidates to submit a schedule 
Shav out Final 
—•*! - -- " 
by Kevin Howard Dubrow 
legal c o u n s e l ^ servf^ has been 
^»^^~ ai]y type of legal problem e r 
'•: ' - . ' * , S ^ W ^ a f i g £ S i ; 
^&J^jf& 
cases before it and free legal advice is most 
defhitely needed for everyone. ••''-;•. 
We therefore urge afl students wim any 
p^iriiigle^EBfrfotintfrlmg to gcHBe 
fill out me form, and you will be 
No one ^wH 
Dean Roy Senbur, Dean nrf Students, 
succeeded in having finals postponed on me 
evemh&ofMay 18 and all tests off May 19. 
These filiate fell on the eve and tiie first day 
of the Jewish holiday Shavuot. y <-. -
Dean Senour capped a campaign con-
ducted since March by 3'nai Brith Fffl J Jflv 
and the Jewish Students Union (Evening 
Division). Both organization^have worked 
diligently in order to allow Barucb's Jewish 
Community to enjoy their holiday. HIL1*ELK 
has held meetings with President Wingfield, 
Vice President Mintz^ Dean Monat and Dean 
Senour.The^^ meetmgs wim Dean Senour 
proved fruitful and we enlisted his valuable 
aid. Informed by fTTIiliRT.. of tiiis in Justice 
was tile Anti-Defamatipn League and the 
Board of Rabbis. The Jewish Studente Union 
collected a petition w^th a'iwndred and 
seventy fiwe names (they;were asked to get 
a hundred and fifty) anad'alaw.aikW/lo.'iqCr 
facials atLCitŷ ^ HalL^B^ore^Di^ J ^ o i a * 
went ta battle for tm«^ Jewish cause, 
President ;v-WUif^Mi>^^--^is > 9i e # a 
^nemiarandam Braking, -at t t e instructors. 
May 18 to the night of_May ^ ^ T h i s high 
holiday commemorates the giving ôC the 
Ten Conimandmenfe: The third of-, the 
pilgrimage Festivals, known as the Feast of 
Weeks, marks the march for freedom ot the 
Children of Israel completed by the giving of 
the Torah. dbservant Jews cannot write, or 
ride during ttie holiday. 
SCHEDULE OF Flhf AL EXAMS 
Evening Session, JThursday B&y l«t, 1972 
;6rl5pJ». v 
International Business 9744 -r ___•-. 
Management 303 ,_, 
Marketing 110, 212, 8100 
^y^iti^fli Science 1 T -*;". 
Retailing 9730 - -
8:30 p.m. 
Advertising 121,..123, 9724 
International:Trade 147. : _^_ ~ ^ 
Management 103, 9^0 Sect..,FTB- only 
Marketing 971fr, 9750 . 
Retailing 9737 
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can Materfels 16d 
"Which are written m the Torah (o&er^wo 
being Passover and Succoth) Shavuot i s a 
two day holiday which falls seven weeks 




Jon Eiseii Performs 
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Last Friday, May 5th, about 50 or 60 
people .gathered in the Marble Lounge to 
hear Jon Eisen sing. 
So who.js Jon Eisen? Jon Eisen was a 
member of the late rock and roll group, the 
Chants. So who are the Chants? The Chants 
was a group comprised of Jon Eisen, Neil 
Bergman, and another relatively unknown 
musician who garnered together in the early 
eo's and sang and composed some of the 
inspiring and proverbial music of that era. 
So what does that dp for Jon Eisen? tt^ 
doesn't do much for him now except aBrw 
him to reminisce^about the gay p a s t No, 
what Jen Eisen is, and what peopie heard 
last Friday was hot what one might expect 
of him knowing his past. 
JohEisen has real talent, but it i s not only 
musical Jon has the ability.to perform, a 
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Stua^t-yersonnel Services about the same i^u^.<the advisors 
" Advisor,, work: •fejBH&jm&iiii^ 
r e c e s s t o *" '""•^-•' ' —"- -^ v -
L t l B B a i ^ 
es that have ---witifcrattediMi^^Ha^^^:^. 
f o r freshmen. The - l^f^fe^lipe^ii^^TOi" ^"^ 
^ ' , ^ 0 ^ . , Chie«go>, 
y facets of̂ ;sipecifi<r 
been able to resist uie 
^wat- contribute^ r jto 
« i our own. an 
and reactions will be welcomed, these are 
now; 
commimities to ttiearea-
commmriry coBet»s^ etc.-^lhe 
, e f Chicago is, in 
ite^much larger 
to its 
hi about;;ij|| freshmen; u ^ total 
te population is about 2100. 
&¥ ,-..-r- ^ aj:mechamsm for orientation; 
or uiere i s a much more ti*aditional focus on 
. , . . _ . . . . 0t-
T*ere_are about 700 freshmen admitted college. An J „ 
tiie University of Chicago, to the student as ^ passive recipient xrf 
~ J for intervfeweres of abouClS minutes; to carry otrt̂  a r e g i ^ on 
there is a paragraph procedure xm an molvidual basis. th^ learher--on the 
I^uring^ period of ̂  T u t e 
classes begin in me Fall, ttie very ! * a d ^ » c , ^ ^ ^ t f i e ^ D ^ ^ 
^ " ^ y e n < * sertes of placenient For a sniaB group of freshmen ( a b o u t ^ OF. WISCONSIN (at 
, physics, biology who-are accepted ^ 1 ^ ^ .-.'-..-••' 
j e so advisors can preperah^ re<tuhe>meiAts, ltom^&5&e&-- ^ h ^ f i r ^ t a t i b n Program at the 
placement and credit The tenn sjonmaer progwun^m which mere is University of Wisconsin is ***£**$ for a 
*re also introduced to the sonie more^ intenal^ reading and mativ total of 7W> freshmen and transfer students, 
e and Qie city through work. This Is net continued after the Fall accommodated as follows: 3200 freshmen 
effort is made to introduce term begins, and there is largely no formal are oriented over the summer prior to Fall 
fa members of the faculty. tutoring services for students, e x ^ ^ as a admission; another800-900 come through hi 
a s such, is considered a student niightarrange this private^ or with S e p ^ students are 
of faculty generaBy, and a specific rrofessor. The college gives no onented ever the summer, at a time dif o l a few faculty m particular (0% ones who ptac ment tests m Eoghsh; it i s assumed fer tfrorn uie fre h en,'and anomer 2000 
live in thedVmns oragree to go a way on the that all students who are admitted are transfer studentsarrive inSeptember. 
weekend with freshmen in ttieFaU). There proficient enough to survive with the skills The students who wffl be arriving in 
^ ^ "* J g ^ i H y . stttdeiiny (upper classmen they have (with the exception: of the 30 September come in for an Orientation Day 
jramd^vefai «<& same dorm?) whom the students mentioned above). r in groups of-130 oyer a period of 25 daysJn 
i faeulty:resident calls upon from time to time- -This. js a uniquely academic^oriented •'.• July; for tiM freshmen, and S days in July 
: to h e ^ w ^ s m a j l group functions, but there institution—from the very i>eginning. The and August f«r transfer studens. For ad-
a j ^ no regular groupsesskms utilizing them, achievementpotential of the students who vising and. orientation purposes, the 
parse:(Tbe ratio of upper class students tp come is by and large, very nigh, and the students-\are^ further divided by the 6 
* * in the dorms is 1 to 7 or 8.) The college is not in any way concerned with possible degree program« on theh* Orien« 
freshmen who live together accommodating: toan infhiy of less prepared tation Day. I t is notable that parents are 
heir first yeairtamd to gwwp grndrats; Qiey a r e ^ fact, racier nonphrsed m^tad a s weU for 1ms day of or 
the rest of their time at the bytiie small number of students <go> whom and partic^ate m a number of 
been too successful as a 
coming k semester, they are 
experment , 
pi^ograni far , „ ._._T ^ ^, 
etc.). The program i s handled 
faculty, and staff jof Sir. KeT 
In the Fa„ upper class 
•formation Booths c 
period. Sosdents man 
disseminate ^information not- only 
courses and prograniming, but 
other matters or services that would 
cern new students. There is , in 
Campos Assistance Center which is open 
days a week and 24 hours per day, als 
manned by students. ; 
J^bte: The University of Wisconsin used _ 
have early registration—in Spring or 
summer, but is going back to Fatt^ 
registration fpr̂ aH students, in person (they 
also had A mail r<[ * '" " 
was not successful X 
and sophomores in the College of Letters 
and Science (tiie lacgest^of 4fae 6 •




How will you spend your summer 
vacation? 
nmwaMk 
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To Be, Or Not To Be 
I f ie-siuden^ of Baruch College will be faced with one 
question Weoriesdayv survival. If the Student Body is to 
survive amidst the cloak-and-dagger antics. of the ad-
mlnistratioft,; r a n i the pofittcal U|>rlsing of the facAjl^ 
•^ - - -^ • -~*" * * i -^ - ^ — - — ^ * - * .-- Such ^a 
Education—Accepting the fact that * UndedicecWm spiittin 
I am a Jewish American Princess, 
[ guess I'll have to go to Isreal and 
become a greater human being. 
coast man...watch the 
grow and get stoned. 
to the Inter, Trade—Taking a singles 
flowers cruise1. After four years at this 
place, I still haven't found Miss 
4) T«»yD'Oro-^JunioT--Eiigiish- 5) Harold Soshnick—Upper 6) Jack Weiner—UpperJunior^ 
I'm going to-spend thesummer Junior—Accounting—I'm going to Maiicetmg—Lpian to tram for the 
brushing up on my English sa I can save all my nickels and dimes until Canadian Rational Table Tennis 
talk to my friends and they'll be I can buy a new pair of lads—Just Champiohsmp. 
ableto understand me more better like the grown-ups^ wear. x-
than now. 
L I T T E R S 
TO: 
^^a^^re^sons ttaat students wlB not vole for ftaieh 
are masochism or suicide. Students have 
two types of treatment from the 
aiKl faculty al l - year, they; have i 
or Insulted. Students voices have been mutator 
tmshed. Students have takeiia back seartd al I actions in 
r e g a r d e d the growth of the College. I f they a re not 
satisfied with their position /and only fools would be, the 
students wiJt gladly vote for the constitution. 
The constitution provides for maximum student input 
in the working of the college. The responsibilities of 
student government are well distributed. Thanks to the 
committee on committees the chain of government 4s 
not as strong as its weakest link; as has been In the past, 
but is as strong as its strongest link. No longer wil l the 
student body have to rely upon one or two students to see 
to it that the students are represented. A committee will 
carry out the duty of insuring student voice in the 
college. 
Another highlight of the constitution is that it allows 
for the input of new ideas without the trashi of 
parlimentary red tape. The government has the room to 
grow as the Student Body grows. 
The students of Baruch College can no longer allow 
themselves to be silent. A strong Student Government is 
of^me utmost importance. 
In the past, Student Government has been han-
dicapped by a poor, weak constitution. The present 
constitution has crippled the student body. The new 
constitution must be passed if the students of Baruch 
are to survive. 
. If the constitution is not passed, students will become 
a shadow within this institution. 
PASS T H E CONSTITUTION * 
SURVIVE -
Subject: Art 140 (Photography I) 
Dear Members of the Board: 
/ ' J i A a ^ j ^ ' ^ j n r a r j t e e n t letter 
concerning jtjur course . in 
Photography. :~I. am „ sorry if a 
mttundersianding has developed 
due to xa lack of communication. 
May I first point out that room 
1521, scheduled for Art 140 
(Photography 1) is a regular 
classroom and not a darkroom. 
The Art Department has no in-
tention of taking the darkroom 
away from the students. We have 
been considering the possibility of 
working in close relationship and. 
harmony with the Photography 
Club, for mutual benefit.'We have 
not consulted with the Executive 
Members of the Club; as yet 
because we feel that whoever is 
going to teach the course should 
participate in such consul tatioa, 
and we do not have an appointee at 
this time. 
Please be assured that we shaD 
not make any definite plans con-
cerning the darkroom on the 15th 
floor, without the consent of the 
Photography Club. We hope to be 
able to initiate proper consultation 
with the Club shortly. ~" 
I am looking forward to a warm 
relationship with the Club. 
Sincerely yours; 
Vigeo Saule, Chairman 
Department of Art 
TO;t ^ W E O t e - OF BARUCH: 
AND THE TICKER 
Department of History 
RE: Affirmative Action at Baruch 
College _ 
We are pleased to announce to 
the entire College Community that 
the Administration of Baruch 
College has appointed a. full-
fledged Committee on Affirmative 
Action. The purpose of the Com-
mittee is to study and to implement 
the guidelines recently set by the 
Board of Higher Education with 
regard to the hiring, retention, and 
promotion of minority group 
members and; of women in both 
faculty and staff positions. 
Frank Cinquemani (Library) 
Thomas Gardner (Management) 
Addison Gayle7 Jr. (English) 
Philip Harris (Management) 
Marie Lederman (English) 
Ester Liebert (College Per-
sonnel) 
Clara Lovett (History) 
Adele Pappy (Admissions) 
Alvih Puryear (Management) 
Marie Valdes (Psychology) 
The Committee will hold an open 
meeting on May 16, 1972, at 12:00 
noon, in Dean Manson's office. All 
those members of the College 
Community who wish to find out 
more about the Committee anoV or 
wish to address its members are 
cordially invited to attend. 
For the Committee on "Affirmative 
Action, 
Clara M. Lovett, Ph.d. 
Secretary 
SESSION "TO: EXBNING 
FAcmarY A N D 
-— —-nggj -•--
I am establishing an advisory 
commit t^on the appointment of 
an evening session dean. The 
committee will be comprised <rf 
two students and three tenured 
faculty members on the evening 
session budget Student members 
of the committee are Mr. Antonio 
Pascual, Chancellor of Evemng 
Session Sigma Alpha and Mr. 
Morton Roth, the senior elected 
officer of the Evening Session 
student government returning for 
the next academic year. The 
faculty members are Professors 
Thomas Gardner, Philip Harris 
and Sheldon Zalkind. 
Dear Faculty and Students: 
On behalf of the HiHel Foun-
dation, I would like to thank Dean 
Senour and the -College 
Administration for rescheduling ~ 
the exams slated for the important 
Jewish holiday of Shevuot. This 
decision prevents students from 
undergoing unfair hardship- and 
inequalities due to their desire to 
observe their religion. It is 
enlightened acts like these which, 
allow for a closer relationship 
between students and ad-
ministration and the hope of 
building a school in which we can 
all take pride. 
Sincerelyyours, 
DaneilFlax, 
_ President of Hillel 
A Happy Mother's Day 
e 
riA-Vcr'-T" 
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I Fib A Whole Bunch) 
v- " by Linda Matula ~ 
Old Bus ines s . . . Old Business•.. . is there good. Some great, good people are leaving 
a second. •;... old business... w Baruch this term. John Sckorohod, Steve 
TJie murmur of wispers can still be heard Hornbergerr Allan Goldberg, Leon Yancy, 
throughout Baruch concerning Spring Day^Jo^Jpe DeAmicis, Barry Goldberg, Baruch 
'72. The successful event will long be^ ̂ ^ rniss you. Everyone uses the cliche 
remembered by the students who went out % "^pafeetic student body," unfortunately, 
on Lexington Avenue on Weds, April 26th.~ ^^ieexceptions don't get their due attention. 
"Hie Spring Day *72 committee and myself, AThese.people and many others like them, 
with much gratitude would like to thank and ^u*e loved in this school, and win remain 
give full and correct credit to AMF-VOIT, fondly, thought of long after graduation. 
" "Lost in Time and Space 
Looking back at what might have been 
gets depressing from where I sit. A review 
of the last four years just shows how things 
were-allowed to happen, without plan nor 
design and not even very much thought 
about the consequences of actions taken and 
decisions made. And looking ahead doesn't 
realty help since there never were any real, 
solid objectives to move towards. Worst of 
all is looking sideways and seeing that there 
BUZZY LINHART, BUDDAH RECORDS, Fortunately for the rest of the sheep who aieplenty others also lostm time andspa 
:-TOtJSINHRPC£nMORHX3»^^ for a few more terms, reacting to events ajKi moving inexorably 
toward nothing. But then you see all those 
kids doing their school assignments and 
attending class and climbing up the bean-
stalk toward a heaven you neither un-
derstand nor want (at least, you think you 
don't want it but it really doesn't matter 
since you are incapable of putting out the 
effort anyway) and you scoff, at first, and 
then ask "Why not me?>*~The unanswerable 
question. The moment of truth has arrived 
and you retreat back into oblivion. 
N.Y. POLICE, 13th PRECINCT, N.Y. 
PUBLIC " WORKS ^ E P T . N . Y . ROCK 
ENSEMBLE-COLUMBIA RECORDS, 
PARADISE LANDSCAPING OF 
BROOKLYN, PEPSI COLA CORP, 
SHOWGRASS INC, SPALDING 
WEISBERG- SOUND SYSTEM, for 
,- providing Baruch College with the materials 
that made Spring Day *72 -what it was. 
Without the Astro-Turf from Showgrass Inc, 
the trees and flowers from Paradise Land-
scaping, the balls from Spalding and AMF-
Voit, the niusic from The New York Rock 
Ensemble, and Buz2y Linhart, the services 
of the clown and gorilla, the cooperation of 
Public Works and the 13th Precinct of 
NYPD, and the assistance of College 
Relations and-Student Personnel Services 
Staff, Spring Day '72 would hot have been as 
memorable as it was. A hardy vote of thanks 
goes to all. 
Vote . . . Vote . . . didn't I hear a second tc 
that motion for an old business. 
"A student is concerned excessively 
andy or exclusively with himself, seeing 
anoV or concentrating on his own ad-
vantages, pleasures, andV or well being 
without regard for others. He only performs 
certain functions to benefit -himself, 
disregarding the welfare of others." 
"A student is someone who: feels with 
' words; loves with words; hates with words; 
thinks in words ̂ e s c r i b e s with words; i s . 
judgeotby words; and lives with words! Most 
*t'doeA^>b&iB& .butgeeak^wi^, 
there are more students like those men-
tionedvpreviously who will be here to lead 
the student body to a safe plane. But, as the 
student body gets larger, there will be a 
greater need for more and more students 
who are willing tcu take-the baton from the 
leaders mentioned above; AJS we wish a fond 
farewell to those few good people, we also 
make a sincere plea to those students that 
have the makings of leaders and workers to 
stand out and be counted. 
only the beginning 
of what i want to feel 
Dedicated to Utrice Leid 
There are many things I want to sayjgow are human beings with an intellect. Given 
it I can't pack them all in to this last all that we need for survival and pleasure. 
The entire earth is our Garden of Eden. But 
there is a certain knowledge that we don't? 
have. Something which has been hidden in 
the back of our consciousness for centuries 
since our first existence. 
It is the Tree of Knowledge, in the middle^ 
of the Garden. The first couple wer£ for-
bidden to eat ofxits fruit but because they 
but  't  
column. And the written word is no sub-
stitute for the feelings I have. But I'll try my 
best. 
Life goes in circles. We all start as pure 
energy (on this earth, the moment of our 
conception and in the universe as a mass of 
atoms). We travel on the locus of oturown 
destiny and pass through many lives though 
we don't remember them. We start from 
nothing which isxeally something though 
can't be seen: -CEtavfe ybueVeap 
Bored stiff in class, bored stiff out of class. 
Sick and tired of the same old routine but 
unable to break out of the game. So bad off 
that a job that saps your strength, (while 
building up your bank account) and keeps 
you out all night is greeted as a reward 
rather than a chore. At least you can't think 
about anything when you're unloading 
tractor trailers. And you don't have to an-
swer questions: 
—"Do you like wasting your time?-"-—- -
- 'Do you want people to think that yoth're 
stupid? You really are bright—do 
something." 
"You've got a lot of potential if you could 
only apply yourself.'' 
"What are you going to do when you get 
out? Enlist? Why do a stupid thing like 
that?" (Why not, it beats working!) 
"Why are you getting out in four years? 
Stick around." 
Like a broken record you keep giving forth 
quick, sarcastic answers that you know are 
true. Even though in a movie someone 
would ask what the real answers were but 
there are no real answers. Only the true 
answers reflecting reality. Your reality, 
maybe, but a reality nonetheless. And what 
if it really isn't logical and not entirely 
rational who puts a premium on sanity 
besides those you scoff at (which is certainly 
circular logic which is the best kind). 
Yes, Larry will be a lawyer and a CPA 
before he is twenty-five. And Lenny will be a 
lawyer at an early age. These are people 
making things happen; they don't nave time 
to sit in the sun and drink beer because they 
are on the -way up. "And you're on the way 
down because you can't see the reason for 
climbing up anymore.Not that you don't 
want to be something but you can't figure 
how ta get Jherethe easy way. And wHat's 
worse (because you can't wear construction 
botts and wave a redflagVyx>utdoii!t 
W 
• : > : > 
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*'A student is One who studies . . . how to-
get highr how to get lowjiow to get mellow . 
"STUDENT: Complaining, reactionary, 
sheeplike animal; hedonisticafly inclined 
beast bent towards destruction-self or 
otherwise." 
"A student is ruthless, crude, and selfish 
character without character." 
Obviously students must be something 
like the definitions above. All of them came 
from students. It paints a pretty dismal 
picture of what millions of people call 
themselves on their tax forms-Student— 
what a phenominal occupation. Maybe 
everyone should wear black capes and 
waxed mustaches and to play the part of the 
bad guy. Frank Merriwell, where are you 
now? Sorry folks! Frank's home bored with 
all this realism. But we have better people 
nowadays than Frank. I spoke continuously 
on how students are apathetic. All students 
are not like that. In fact, some students get 
so involved with their school, once they 
leave it, their absence is felL'Unfortunately, 
this absence is soon going to be with us, for 
stages" "oC 
plants, insects and animals. (Wait a second! ' your brain 
Digression: A plant having a «on- _altered byr 
sciousness? How do you know it doesn't? ^thai Adam aha 
AHA! A plant doesn't know it's a plant so 
you wouldn't know either. Neither would I 
except there's always a pc«s&ihty—just 
look at the way it develops. It starts-from a 
seed and grows, it feeds itself according to 
plan and dies in its time unless it is killed. 
Something is keeping it alive and 
reproducing. It must know just when and 
how to do the things it does. So the fact that 
it doesn't know what it is doesn't matter 
after all. Just the fact that there is 
.something in it to keep it going—it's con-
sciousness (though a lower level than 
man's.) 
In each of these stages our essence 
returns back to the earth. Then finally we 
reach the stage of man. That energy which 
is us is transferred through other physical 
bodies and our human form is born. 
If you follow the Creation in Genesis you 
can see that man came on the last day. 
Plants and animals came before and before 
them the earth, moon and sun. So here we 
^ So too this 
t received could 
forgotten. It was meaSlP to free ft(em f h ^ 
the earth. Now we all have the chance to 
seek out this knowledge. Do it on your own 
and get lost. Visit any of the various com-
munities set up explicitly for this purpose 
and you'll be on the road. I know of one in 
particular for those of you who-are in-
terested, it's in Manhattan and the address 
of the place is 311 East 83rd Street. It is 
called the Divine Light Mission and is open 
all week including weekends. You don't 
have to pay to become a member but it will 
be a starting point for you/ and since you 
have a whole summer to do nothing and 
might just want somewhere to go I suggest 
going there. What I experienced there was 
ifccBii*^t*atod 
time and there sure 'is plenty of Oat. 
Pouring down a pint of Southern Comfort or 
righteen bottles of beer or several fifths of 
wince give tots of thriBs^especially if you can 
hold it aiid move around. 
Hell, you never know what's 
going to happen; maybe you'll get 
lucky and do something really fatal. And 
afterwards, when you hear what happened 
you get to enjoy the experience twice. And 
it was a really good story it gets retold again 
and again until the whole world laughs and 
loves you because you're crazy .-But not just 
crazy cause that's a waste of time. But 
w „ F smart and crazy, ableto think up new things 
only&the beginning" of "what I want to feel^Ao do, more places to go. With the cojones to 
forever. 
ENJOY YOUR SUMMER DOING 
WHAT EVER YOU ARE DOING 
NOT FOR M E BUT FQR 
YOURSELF 
FREAKY PHILO 
walk into an absurd situation that you had 
no part in making and turning it to your 
advantage. With the guts to open your 
mouth when someone tries to slap you down 
so that you make if impossible for the blow 
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SUMMER CROSS-COUNTRY CAMPING 
"TRIP ' 
What are you doing this summer? Looking 
for 1 or 2 people to share expenses on a 3 
month camping trip. Leaving m June and 
returning early Sept. If you thmk"you can 
dig the summer in a tent, call Tom 443-5628, 
Mon, Tues, Thur, Sun. 7-10 pjm. 
:.-v<\ 
STUDENT DRAFT CXM^NSELINe: ^ 
We are trymg^ to keep-&e> office open 
through August 1. If you find yourself in 
need of our services; come to 307Ar-in the 
student center. The days and tire times^ that 
the office will be open, \wll>e posted ,<^tb* 
If you're lucky and don't need o w s e r -
vices, HAVE AsfiREAT SUMMER*! ^ i . f^ 
Tr 
GOING TO EUROPE? 
I shall be happy to offer assistance 
to those students who are planning 
to^our Eurc^e^aiis summer. Due to 
my overseas experience I feel I can 
offer suggestions and act as a 
resource person. My office hours 
are from 5-101 P\M. "Monday-
Friday. (Room 412 Student Center) 
ROBERT M.STOUNSKY 1 
AMFr-Voit 
Buzzy Linhart—Buddah Records 
I Cousin Bruce Morrow—WABC Radio 
New York Police Department—13 Precinct 
New York Public Works Department 
New York Rock Ensemble—Columbia 
Records 
1Paradise Landscaping of Brooklyn Pepsi Cola Corp. Show Grass Inc. 
Spalding 
Sound Systems 
Robby the Clown 
Jeff the Gorilla 
Because of your specific help the 1972. 
Baruch Instant Campus Festival enriched 
the hves of four thousand students who 
attended and showed 2,323,720 million 
television viewers <four: tefevision stations) 
a positive view of Baruch student spirit. 
*& «%5coo^eratian 







James Flanders, Jr. 
Norman Frankfort 
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Sounds! Words! 
Smuttaneous Group poetry! 
Wednesday, May 10 12:00-2: 
Oak Lounge Student Center 
v 1 - / .•**•, 
'.4.if • * ^ » • • % ' ; • ^ 
••ases*?*?^ i ilj§fe 
4 Hie Baruch Jazz Rock Group 
2:00 -3:00p<u 
Airs. Lockwood will be 
honored at a tea in the 
Oak Lounge Tuesday, 12-2 
i* 
Be there to pay tribute 
to great lady. 
•*£•• 
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OvtsioW.. 
Contiilaed from fMce 5 
to land and where fmaUv they're treating 
youas something serious. Something to take 
into account. 
\ Ah yes, it takes many years of practice to 
size up a scene and catch the sense of 
foolishness innate in every situation. Like 
stumbling into a Student Senate meeting, 
spaced out of your skull on halfa quart of gin 
and actually being reeognized by the chair 
not once but several times. And making 
valid points and having people, cheering 
until they realize mat you're blind and mat 
they are fools. ; ^ 
Yes, indeed, the momentary satisfaction 
is sweet indeed and the excitement gets you 
readyrfbr~anbtber^nbax l i i f lan:pmt€rtsr-r~ 
stitution mat picks up_steajmi_after you 
gamer three more conspirators in a 
classroom around a few bottles of wine. And 
suddenly, there it is, a raison d'etre for. 
showing up in school every day: your own 
group of crazies who can. see what's going 
on. The culmination of months (maybe 
years , remember Newtown > "of 
daydreaming to kill time in class. But the 
thrill begins to fade in intensity, coming 
.back weaker and weaker every time. Oh 
: W e l l . . . - ,-•.••:•. -V - ' 
But the future? Let's digress along 
Franklin's memory lane. Memories of the 
future? Of course, and may visions of the 
past if we're lucky. Nest June, graduation 
and a missed commencement. And along 
the Way more books to devour, movies to 
see, columns to write and alcohol to con-
sume. More miles to travel over on trips to 
the south and maybe to Detroit (for a 
wedding,no less,, accompanied by Mona, no 
less). And lojs' of time killed, not wasted. 
And you must always accomplish something 
even if it iSyas intangible a s the _death of 
time. More/ people to meet and then to 
forget; mopsi numbers to call and more 
appointment^ to keep .along- the road' 
towards tfte END. 
But Kelly once^said it all by answering this 
question on a ̂ in#dr inking , spaced-out 
Friday morning. 
"What have you done in the past three 
years of college?" 
~ "Stayed I n oblivion, man, fucking 
_ ̂ ^ A n d w h a t d o you remember?" ^ v 
':*N"OTH0fG; NOTHING ATvALfc. NOT 
EVEN OBLIVION I" 
"A PARTING SALVO" 
At the moment of this writing I'm not sure 
about the result of the Ticker Association 
meeting on Friday. I mean, there I was, a 
ranrfiffo*** for editor of Ticker, and these ' 
pseudo-intellectuals were asking straight, 
serious questions as though the fate of the 
world was ^«ngl?"g by a thread. And they 
wouldn't even accept any of the beer I of-
fered them; what kind of leadership is this 
to have in a college! ? 1 So I gave them my 
kind of answers and that's why I have the 
overwhelming feeling mat I'll continue to be 
a columnist next -term. Oh well, there's , 
always the Chairmanship of the Student, 
Government. 
Ignominy and notoriety. Also nn Friday I 
was asked to lave the Student Center 
because I had an open bottle of brew. By 
that tone I was getting belligerent (a rare 
occurrence, I assure you) and naturally 
refused. My goodness, if you can't drink 
your dinner in school where else is there? 
-But an end to the hostilities of this year 
"and a note of vSloppy sentimentality. Thank 
you to all who have stuck by the column this 
past year; without your support (which 
manifested itself, in all sorts of ways) I 
would undoubtedly have been bounced down 
a.staircase. "*• 
Have a good vacation. Try to survive it 
with a whole mind and healthy body and 
don't, repeat, don't, do anything I wouldn't 
do. Oh well, there goes your safe summer. 
Adios. . -* - -
« : : • . - , > - = • 
There seems to be some questioning about 
what to do about with our BARUCH being 
that it has so many problems, that I thought -
it would have been a good idea to interview -
bom students and faculty on their opinion of 
BARUCH. So I did, and mis i s the specific 
question I asked: "What do you like about 
BARUCH. What do you dislike about 
BARUCH and what would you do about it?" 
These are the answers I got: 
Student: "I like BARUCH because I have 
got a krt of friends here. I don't like 
BARUCH because there is no campus here, 
and the buUding is decrepit, and there i s no 
place to hangout and just have a good time. 
What I would do about it I would try to get 
Gramercy park as the campus." 
Student: "I sort of agree with him, also I 
like it because it is centrally located where I 
work and things like that. But I really don't 
want to change it in any way. I don't like it 
and I don't dislike it, it is just that I come it 
that's it." 
Student: "I like it because I have friends 
here, and it is easy to get to. I think we 
should have a campus and we should take 
over Gramercy park. We should take it over 
by petition. (I told him that Gramercy park 
is a private park and that people pay to keep 
the park, and he replied: "then we take it 
over violently.") . -̂J • • « 
Student: '*There are buildings across the 
way, they could knock them down and build 
a little park. All those buildings are con-
demned, and Oddessey House does not have 
them no more. (I said we should do 
something about mat, and he said get Mayor 
Lindsay!) 
Student: "What 1 like about mis school is 
that it has the departments which offer 
meetings and you could- get together and ' 
discuss about certain topics, for instance if 
you like psychology or ̂ Psychology Society, 
or he says a psychologist is to come and w e 
could speak with ̂ hem: Now tfie thing mat 1; 
might dislike about this, school out of 
everything which isn't one thing is mat 
perhaps if the state would give more money 
so that there would be better facilities- The 
instruetcM are very good and that 
like for i— r, , ̂ _,^__.—.__. _^__.v_^_^. 
environment to be in. Usuafly m e rooms are 
dirty and if you go to other colleges'ybtt: s ee 
that they are a lot better, I would be good tot 
take over Gramercy park but I d o o t think 
we can it has been a private park for so long 
you c a n t just go in and use it." 
Student: ^What I like is the students 
themselves, they are very helpful. What I 
dislike is getting here (when asked what 
about getting here, he replied "It's too much 
of a bother I am transferring in Sep-
tember.") 
Student: "What I don't like is that there is 
too much administration and the students 
don't give a damm about the school. They 
are very apathetic, what the^e do is they 
come in on the subways and cney go home 
and that's it. (When asked what would you 
do about that he said "I'd move the school to 
Staten Island or the suburbs). 
Student: "I also think that there is too much 
administration in this school and the 
teachers are so bad, they don't care and 
they don't help any of the students with the 
problems they have. It's a pretty drag scene 
since there is no campus. This school has a 
pretty good^ psych department and that's 
about it." ~~ 
Student: "We are lunatics. We never go to 
classes we just hang out. First of all I really 
enjoy Baruch College hanging out with my 
friends F TROOP AND CO. We have a great 
time on stair case number 2 playing the 
guitar, too bad we don't have a room but 
we're working on getting a room for guitar 
players, sociation, musicians, talented 
singers. What I dislike about this school is. 
mat there is no freedom^ in school, I mean 
like acampus where you can go around, and 
there is definitely no parking space, 
everytime I use to bring my car here I use to 
get tickets, I got fifty-two tickets home not 
paid for yet. What am I going to do about it? 
(somebody shouted there's no trees and no 
grass around) There's not even birds around 
(somebody else shouted there are plenty ^ -
birds around, and everybody else started 
laughing). -_ 
Student: "I like mis school you know, I got 
by Rosa Cerrato 
my friends here. I didn't go to class in three 
months and Pm passing all my courses so 
Fm happy. You know you use your brains, 
get through, you slide by, come to school, 
hang out, smoke pot, and pot's good and it 
should be made cheaper." 
Dr. Greger: "It's-only when you compare: 
this school with other school mat you begin 
to appreciate what-you have here, the 
students don't see that because they don't 
visit other schools. Yes, we. are over-
crowded, we^ertainly need space, we don't 
have the niceties and the surroundings 
which could enhance thelearamgbere at the 
college, on the other hand I have found mat 
we make up for that in^mer ways. I used to 
go to student union conferences and here 
wnnld h e repr<><tf>nhantg f m m m n ^ y r^\e^^ 
we would go with the idea to learn what 
other schools were doing and all of a sudden 
we find that they are asking us what we are 
doing, that we are telling mem what kinds of 
elubs might be good and the lute, in other 
words we seem to have a wealth of activities 
here that other colleges don't have. In spite 
of the poor surroundings we still have a lot of 
activities. Many times the grass always 
looks greener on other campuses and they 
say let's go to a college with a campus, let's 
switch- school. I have had many students, I 
am not -saying this is a truism for aU 
students, but many students who have 
transferred to other schools have come back 
to tell me that yes mis is sixteen stories and 
it doesn't have grass, but at least we know 
faces here. Yes you are shoved into an 
elevator crammed in, but you iget to rub 
elbows with people where you go to a 
campus-school people shat happens people 
scatter to all four corners and you never get 
to see anybody. So it has certain advantages 
being crowded and stuffed into one building. 
To weigh the merits of mis to which is better 
I'm not usre, I mink the facilities which 
have been improved for our library i s just 
great. I'm sure mat a lot of students object 
to it because they have to walk two blocks 
for it. I would be much nicer to have the 
same library facilities right here in the 
saine hrnhttng it make ft more coavepleot 
dWfflftory^ 
for 
. _ I nev€flr> _. . . .„ 
campus, but I think just like other students I 
suspect, and1 here I am accusing myself of 
looking at the grass being greener there, the 
faculty seem to have more opportunities to 
meet with students outside of the classroom 
setup. On thing I would like to see, through 
space arrangements or' some kinds of 
means, the faculty on our campus would 
have greater opportunity to meet with 
students because I think the faculty would 
want to, and yet it seems as if they don't. 
Many times a students really searches out a 
teacher and he gives him all the time that he 
wants, but a teacher who is in an over-
crowded office doesn't feel comfortable just 
staying there particularly if no students 
come in, therefore he doesn't hang around 
that much. Those would be some of the 
major things also we argue whether the 
lectures are good or bad that we ought to 
have small classrooms and so on, yes it 
would be great if we could have literally ten 
students for each professor. There would be 
close kinds of learning taking place but 
thereS NOTHING THAT SAYS YOU CAN'T 
LEARN IN A LECTURE AND I think we 
have to look and study at some of the 
research that shows how you can make the 
learning that takes place in a lecture as 
effective as the learning that takes place in 
a'discussion and I don't mean that the 
student just sits mere and absorbs more, 
there are ways of involving the student even 
in a lecture hall holding as much as a 
thousand students. This, are some of the 
things that I timik would have to beV taken 
care of. ... • 
Dr. Wlnokour of the Biology department 
refused to say a word (he probably thought 
that before J. Edgar Hoover died he bad 
given me the assignment to try to do my best 
-to-get Dr;-Winokottr-to slip-tip on /w»mHhlng-^ 
so that we* could our hands on him), but he y. 
did write something " _ 
evidence enough he understood English. H 
wrote (and I quote) "This is the first time 
that a female student has told me to come 
en." Well, all I can do now Dr. 
to warn you not to make any _ 
phone calls either from home, your office, or 
your private car because I'm gonna get you 
and Bob Barrett/ ^ J - < 
Dean Senear: "Oh wow, in a few thousands 
of words or less? What do I like about it? I 
think I like the students mostly {be i s m e 
dean of students) of this college (I asked 
males or females and he sa»i ^Bom")v I 
think they are bright, spontaneous, alert, 
willing. I don't like the imwioqusto fafffittr* 
we have for students. I think ' 
at the B<>ard o f Hj^piei^Edwati 
an~ entire. 
new site. My own personal involvement in 
terms^of my own responsibilities a s dean of 
students is to try to find" more space for 
extra class activities as more lounges, club 
rooms, more rooms for recreational ac -
tivities. Hopefully the President will have 
added to the number of square feet we could 
have available next year in rented facilities 
in the 23rd St. and -around the Baruch 
eompiex. Still it is inadequate, it will be 
inadequate, it will be makeshift, but weTl 
have to make the best we can to meet the 
students needs. .-.-;--—. 
Student: "I think that the people on the SPS 
are absolutely fantastic, they are the most 
caring people in the world once you get to 
know them. I dislike the fact that it is like a 
subway rush hour in the elevators. We 
definitely need more facilites, and students 
who give a damm. 
Student: "What I don't luce about this school 
are the different cliques they have here, not 
only among the Blacks, the Puerto Ricans, 
the Jewish, the Orientate, and Ithe Italians^ 
Everybody is^ supposed to talk about imi-
fication but yet you still have separate 
clubs, it should be one club. I don't 
dig the fact mat the Student Center/ 
is supposed to be the second floor is' 
segmented only for the whites, of course 
it is built that way. The 4th floor you 
got the triple A, men you got the Puerto? 
Bican dub in the corner. Do I mteanyming 
tAe 
courses which are the 
going on, I know a lot of 
graduated who majored in Poly Sd , majors 
in English, and just couldn't catch up. No 
majors dislikes. 
Dr. Bnehin: "Most of aU I like the students 
because they are a great bunch of people, 
and I think the spirit among the students is 
just wonderful. The fact that we don't have a 
campus bothers students as .much as 
anything else. I think it prevents mem to get 
together informally in a way mat we could if 
we had a campus for them to congregate on. 
Dr. Seigel: "Well, what I dislike about it is 
that I don't have much power to do anything 
very much, namely getting more space for 
activities, and classroom space, just more 
space. I think that many of the problems we 
have at the college would be ameliorated if 
we bad more- space, you know if everybody 
didn't have to be on top of each other all the 
time. As far as what I liek about it I mink the 
students have a great chance here to ex-
periment with their courses and curriculum 
to really see what they want to do before 
they make up their minds in an conclusive 
way. 
Mr. Bbxler: 'Tlike most things about the 
school but mostly the students, I mink the 
students are not snobbish. They have very 
few allusions about education mat you 
might find in some of the ivy league schools. 
They don't hold themselves 
other sjtuu^nt&^^lv relat^l _ 
of society, a n d ! find it in(eresttng to 
them. The things m a r t 0 w l 
the lack in other activities, 
seem Tory reluctant abent sueh 
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There are many 
artSasnfer-
many times they go 
very disconraglnii 
whk* is hopefully 
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Critic. 
Continued from page 8 
bv Steven _ _ _ 
when compared with the brilliant "Take the 
Money and Run" and -'Bananas", yet in its 
^ 1&lU*Mridrad w e r e published in April. T * T T T T g « T » I » T « T N o w n ^ c k j r W i t . is p l y t « ^ b j e n -
« i m v * ^ mPAirr A T WOUNDED KNEE Of - S T two works? Bury My Heart at R E V I S I T E D tertainmentInbis^mwutableway AHenhas 
^ ^ Y ^ ^ S ^ ^ I ^ o k ^ e ^ ^ o H : Wounded Knee is the more interesting. I ' ^ K " ~
L L £ t ^ r ri=^2T«Krt«PH c o m e " P . ™ * a ^ - ^ S ^ 1 " ^JS*^ 
S r £ * 5 ^ * Bantam Books, New York, f o | m d m ^ getting lost in some of tfaelegal With Jhe propellers ***%*<*&*** film critic e n c o r e d , with the j40's who 
43K pp., S1.95. jargon in Of Utmost Good Faith. They are plane chrunmg away m the background and thinks he can become the image of Bogart. 
OF UTMOST <JOOD FAITH edited by Vine both extremely wefl written meaningful "** fog rolling around them on cat's paws m an attempt to set up situations a la the 
t, Jr. Bantam Books, New York, 462, accounts^ the true Americans. Humphrey Bogart,the anb-hero of all fame, Bogart films he loses his wife, his; wffl power 
^ f i ^ S . Airyohe who, after reading either of these bidsadieu to Ingnd Bergman. In ai flash of and every girl his friends fmdior Mm. 
TSoaghouthistory there have always books, is not motivated in some way7 i i ^ ^ i M . b ^ f ^ ^ 3 * ^ ^ ^ " p 9 ^ « « n — r ^ ^ w * w * , w o~* 
^ c S t f n c f e a m o n g variousgroups of about as heartless as those who commited ^ a ^ a ^ 5 f ^ S ^ ^ ^ L ^ ^ . i S ^ u ^ - S S S ^ . ^ f f ^ S f -
^ t s i d e Jiational boun- meJMrbarities. audience Bogart spalls the beans to allowing it to Wossom into a series of dif-
^ ^ ^ In^sachcase • J w n a D H e 8 , J — - ~ Bergmatfs-husban^ herds them onto-the-ferent episodes 'iglayOt Again, Sam^is -a-
one side acctisesu^ other of b ^ ^ ^ S ^ S ^ S ^ ^ ^ S * e 
which the accuser says it woukf never even Miller, Signet Books, New York. 274 pp. noble music.) So ends "CASABLAJICA" only variables are the surrouadins and me 
S ^ S e ^ S i s ^ G ^ f f l w « ^ A1"10 S 0 BEGINS "Play it Again,JSam." girls. Consequently mdroduatelements are 
S ^ , ^ f l « e a r i m ^ f f i Litflemd those miaginatrve and c r e a ^ 
State* camel-tf of World Warn in glory. by Michael Fishbein ^ S ^ S . ° ^ S C J to t ies and fourties ™Lagme 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ° ^ W / v v W . _ ~ 
Rficentlv however the U S has been that me sixties and seventies would produce Hie performances of Woody Allen and 
a c S ^ S V s i m i l a r war crimes (Mi Lai, t
p ^ e S S O r ^ ^ ^ produced a work ^ s e c o n d greatest anti-hero of all time: Tony ^ r t e ^ ^ ^ ? ^ f S ^ ^ T * 
« t c X Most Americans felt that even if these shedding searing light on the world of Woody Allen. of beauties doesn't hurt things^either. "Play 
charges are true, there must have been a computers, data banks, and dossiers. It runs Rejected, outcast, awkward, oafish and It Again, Sam is not a wholly successful 
good reason for them After all this country Jbe gamut from the first efforts in data lacking in self confidence and masulinity, film, but even a partial success from Woody 
•~ ©fours is never wrong. At the same time, Collection, information retrieval, access to Allen has built a cinematic image that may Allen is worth seeing. 
" "̂  ~ many people overlook me other My t a i s in information, to how computers' are used as well go a step beyond the anti-hero . . . not PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM 
American history. There are also m a n y - establisbmentarian weapons againt the back to the h e r o . . . but to the 'super' anti- i^ducedt^ Arthur p. Jacob* 
too many—Americans who just don't know average citizen. - hero, if you wuX This image is an aggregate pir«tedby HerbmRoss 
what really happened 100 years ago. I am B v reviewing past history, Professor of human frailties and where Bogart f g S S b J W G 5 & £ S 
referring to Sand Creek, Washita and M3"©1" has clearly pictured our rise represented what most men wanted to be. Director of Photo«r«*iy owenRoizman 
Wounded Knee, to name only a^few. These (downfall?) to a "dossier society." He ^Aflen is the embodiment of what most men n „ 
are the Mi Lais of the 19th century. recounts the history organizations whose really are. Of course Allen exaggerates mail _ . . . . woo*rAnen 
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee and Of sole piirpose is to collect information on yoo, things, but the looks and glances . . . the one Unda DnoeKeaton 
Utmost Good Faith deal with the history of for its own or other agencies usage. It delves line comments frequently mumbled to j g j ^ T ° S S S S r 
the American Indian from two different into the world of computerized government- himself . . . the postures: and attitudes Nancy .... S^MB Anapa* 
angles. Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee is and its subsequent effects on our society. capture the essential qualities of reality: jSife*1 ~ J ^ S H I S 
a history of the Indians of the West, focusing R is mciswe, cogent, intelligent, and ut- Everything in AHen's films is overstated Jennifer viva 
on their struggle for survival and teriv fearsome. It explicitly spells out our andV or placed in a situation seemingly out 7 - ^ - • ^ T n f r A J r\m* 
recognition as human beings Of Utmost fate shouTd this trend toward m e invasion of of context with reality In "BANANAS", L U ? c # . L O V e r W / V . C 
Good Faith consists of documented o u r preciously guarded privacy ̂ continue. It FOR FJLAMP^E, THE JUNfJLE IS THE. -Prodw^ DirectedS^SSien by oiff 
"treaties speeches judicial rulings ranks with books as "Future ajock", and BACKGROUND FOR ONE FAMOUS K S 
Congressional bflls andhearings" that trace "WJw Owns America?" It brings home tbe SCENE IN WHICH Allen and his guerrilla D^SSofPh^Saiiy 1 F £ 3 C < S 3 £ S 
"-the Indian's case against the U.S. govern- threat of 1984 as clearly as Orwell ever -friends order hundredsof hamburgers (with MUSST... .. .DOT ii^di, LoSe a e S 
ment. conceived it to be. It carries the same tb^ trimmings) and drinks. In another scene CAS 
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee begins weight of warning as do "Future-Shock" and Allen shows up at the presidential palace oiff Robertson... JWCOOP ~ 
wim Columbus'discciverytrf a land that was "Who Owns America??' , '•<••-.. with a box of cake (is mere really an cSQ^^*** - 1*£2? 
already occupied and terminate* with the - ^ hfe fonwardto ^ .Entenian's in Latin America?) uFB»££5?r£Abates Proie&T'A 
Indians* last battle a t Wounded. Knee. Dee Senator Sam J. Ervin, Chairman, of the U.S. 'What Allen has done is to make himself a Columbia Pictures Release, in color, opening 
•••" -^3^5?"^^^- • '!^^^^^^"*AL^& - *^5??"' .̂ ^P^ - n.i%i.ir1.i.ijji..r-*JkJL.tJiii« rLrTu^^-tfj^St?^^^ - "^ *-»-«>'t^<
t ^r^^^-v^^> I4^p . . . ? ' ^ v ^ y . - ̂ ": :wnen the winner of an ac^Kfemy award for describes & detafl the uncalled for alarming account of thelmpact fliformatfoo •<foibles and at the insanity of the whole thing- «*»_«,* A««.rt- nf *»»- v « i r " h,m« A***m ******* 
maswcre of 143 Ghevennes, most of them l^acftceiLare^having^ohowrsbc^andon We^are uncomfortable or amused depending o f ^ ^ ^ v o 1 ^ h u ^ e ^ m ^ u s a ^ & o f 
womenandchlldren.atSandcreek; Custer's oin^Hberties j ^ ̂  showckbestir all non how deeply thirn^ strike home. d o f f i ^ a ^ ( « ^ w S ^ 1 
J&bB^e^ 1 ^ ^ ^ Ailierican* to demand an end to tteabuses "Play It Again, Sam", which recently S S ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ a m S f e 
* children[at Washita^ (after reading this «f computer technology before the l ighto f opened at The Radio City Music H a l l o s so ^ S S L r t o Ind h S T S ' a o m T A ^ S S 
segment I realize that "Old Hard Ass" did Hberty is extinguished in our land/* My many 'Alienisms' in it that i f s difficult not r i ^ n r S ^ ^ ^ ^ 
"" . J»t»Btenpu^Lofwhathe deservedat Little s e n 5 5 1 e n t s -
e x a c t l y - to like the film. What is unfortunate i§ that ^ ^ S s o n a rebel with a cause hassome 
Big Horn*; the Petterman Massacre; what (NOTE: THIS REVffiW HAS BEEN IN- the sum is not equal to the parts. Out of i m ^ S ^ d e a s t S u T m e w ? v ^ S n ^ s h ^ d 
turned Goyathlay (Geronimo) into a ^ ^ T E D AND PRINTED BY COM- context little is amusing and in toto not S « S S ^ ^ f c 
"savage"; Wpvoka»s Ghodt Dance; Dm] PUTER.) much is tembly significant. The film pales ^ ^ ̂  w o n T S e u S Q y 
Kmve's outbreak:at Ft. Robinson; and WjaT^*. 4 * % ^ J W P J ^ ^ C ^ - i - * ^+^ friendly in person and an interesttogman to 
b ^ ^ ^ n T t ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ S 8 0 ^ TOMMY malA tttl Tlh& S E S M l i s t e n ^ n V W e a s f l y strip a w a y f t l v ^ e r 
^S?S^i ̂ LVt^J^S^^u * Vrti t f « 4 1 f IGrAL * * MP^ % *1*mWm^ of a lacklustre Hollywood and get down to 
Vine Deloria is a Standing Rock Sioux, the &W •-. • W * 9 the nittv crittv Dull sa ints mflnted costs 
£ & £ » ? L S t f • % F ^ Y 0 2 L ^ - ^ r ' l ^ i j J * first rock opera and the • .1 a ^ ^ ^ r ^ a ^ ^ e ^ o ^ t o e t t o ^ 
w r t o a b w t m a n y o f t t e a b o v e e v e n t e m O f first to become a multi-media dance • • • • • • • • • • • I films l a c ^ T a n essential reaHty seem to 
Utmost Good Faith but from a different spectacular, returns to the City Center 55th • I ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ B ^ H ^ ^ H have keDtRobertson at a r m T l e n ^ f r o m 
aspectFlor example, Deloria explains mat Street Theatre in New York City on May 3 ^ ^ ^ D V S B i ^ ^ ^ ^ H &e somfd s t e ^ ^ t m e ^ u r w S ^ t e r f 
a hearing was held in the late 1930's (almost for a unique four week engagement May 3 ^ H R ^ ^ K S ^ H m m S h a v e S t l e n t ton"ramS afl^rfthe 
s e yeanr after theevent) to determme the through M. Back for the fourth time within ^ B T S ' « I ^ ^ B m m g s n a ^ t kept bim from oomg all of the 
"5*M*K':o*;tf£tt.S, for the Wounded Knee one year, "TommyA' is a record-breaking I £ M E ^ V ' ^ ^ B I B & ^ ^ I I B For the last several vears Robertson has 
Massacre-««When bodies of Indian women achievement at the City Center. Les oTandi fl^Kb m ^ ^ ^ B Z ^ ^ ^ H b e ^ o S n f f ^ e s S r r f f w o r k ^ n d ^ ^ ^ 
were found with wounds in the back three Ballets Canadiens, 50-strong, are per- ^ ^ ^ m \ J * ^ ^ • t ^ ^ ^ H I ^^^^^^h^^J^^^SS 
*£JZ1 "P** from the scene of the forming "Tommy" to t h T ' e n o r m o u ^ ^ K U ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ H I S S ^ ^ S ^ t e d e M e d t o u s e ^ t o e 
sto&tet. the Army maintained that the popular music composed and recorded on I H S P Z f t i . V ^ ^ ^ ^ H H b t c k f f r o ^ ^ o ? h i s ^ t o t v ^ T l ~ l i n ^ 
incidents were unrelated." A survivor, Decca by The Who g p i l i R y p H ^ ^ H S « S S f I I J / T « 5 S S S S * IT S 5 
Dewey Beard, testified that " . . . they (the Coupled with "Tommy" on the same GT *^Dw^m^^^^^^M ^ S J ! ^ ^ f ^ ^ S t a t e s u ' ' IZJS* 
s o i t o ) k n e w l w a s w o i m o ^ ; l w a ^ i o t i n p r o ^ wffl be the A m e r i c a n ^ i e r ^ S L ^ Y J H ^ ^ ^ ^ H c r ^ S d ^ e w o S ^ o f ih e " m t d ^ f ^ 
thefegand Ifell down; . . . they cameand "Ceremony" whichwas created by Fernand S f e ^ ^ O ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H S ^ S f t J S f , ^ L R ^ ^ f
0 ^ - ^ 
^ shot me an over again, in the breast. . . the Nault to tte elecgronic rock mass written by • • ^ • ^ ^ • i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l f ^ ^ r ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f 1 8 0 1 1 b e H € v e s 
a f l ^ > - soldiers were g o ^ m r o u g h the field, and Pierre Henry a n d ^ r y Wright. I ^ G n m d s l ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ? ^ 2 S S S ? ™ ^ S ^ ? 0 y , ^ P 8 ^ ^ ^ 
' .r m e men and women were wounded and Ballets Canidiens will appear in it to the • ^ ^ • l ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I t ^ £ t l ^ ^ P 0 1 ^ ! ^ ^ ^ J ^ ! L° 
ff. J^> could not help themselves and the soldiers recorded music perrormedby the English ^ ^ H H H I H ^ ^ H ^ S ^ ^ ^ ̂  "^f
6 ^ e ^ m e n t s of reality 
^ A > came over there and put bullets through rock group, The Spooky Tooth, andMr. - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " » « » ^ a a n / 1 S ? ? < m ; #. ~ >. . ^ 
| ^ ttttn again.- A bul to Hqmdate the liability Henry on £land RSOVUS; "Ceremony" will ^ t was no easy task faong Rxbertson. The 
im; J B | flie^JJS. for tbe massacre of die Sioux at precede "Tommy" four times a week; "Hip Scene from Tommv ^ ^ T L r " 5 tog a n d ̂  Pf>Wems en-m^iS^straa^Js ^ ^ ^ s ^ s ^ s ^sa-aaaaSfisiw ^ ^ S S i ^ ^ 
W passed into law. Of Utmort Go^l Faith times. n m X f ^ M » V i f S i l l ? ^ ^ S l l ^ S f 7 %**\sbot^ schedule and an 
s ^ — "Tbittmy", using music,̂ ^ danceT film Tuerfav ^ n ^ J ^ J J ^ r i L P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L J ^ budget by today's 
1 - 3 ^ - ? S f S ^ a n ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ S t T ^ ^ t ^ m ^ > v ^ m e ^ ^ ^ 
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captures the minutae of human emotions 
and presents mem in such a way that any 
audience can easily dientify with them. 
"J.W.̂  Coop" M; an honest film with real 
people in realistic situations. Seldom do we 
see this on the screen today. Take ad-
vantage of it-while-it's.still available. 
It's A Dog Eat Dag World 
"Cannibalism is an exemplary mode of 
consumerism adopted by underdeveloped 
peoples." So begins part of the production 
notes to "Macunaima" entitled 'The 
Director Discusses the Film". "Meanwhile, 
voraciously^ nation devour fteir_people^ 
MACUNAIMA is the story of a Brazilian 
devoured by BraziL" So ends 'The Director 
Discusses the; Film. "Macunaima" is a 
bizarre example of the cinema of the ob-
scure (although it is not so obscure) which 
has incorporated symbol ism, allegory, 
mythological reference and humor in an 
attempt to tell it like it i s in Brazil, So begins 
the critic discusses "Macunaima". 
Unfortunately the discussion of the film 
turns out to be more interesting than the 
film itself. Not many elements of the film 
succeed and the entire affair is a big 
disappointment. Being a cross between "El 
Topo" and "Black Orpheus" it lacks spirit 
in its histrionics, interest because of its 
obviousness and polish in its technical 
elements. The grace and charm of the 
mythological -in "Black Orpheus" is so 
crudely pounded home in "Macunaima" 
and o such a specific nature that it tends to 
obfuscate the films direction. 
It is a dog eat dog world and people are 
undoubtedly obliterated in the machinations 
of a bureaucratic and frequently 
misdirected world; this is nothing-new. 
Du*ector Joachim Pedro de Andrade has 
added little of consequence to our knowledge 
of our aesthetic or intellectual appreciation 
of the way it is. So ends 'the critic discusses 
"Macunaima". 
Okay so they look violent and funky, and 
nobody can pronounce either Jorma or 
Kaukonen, I still really like the Hot Tuna 
"Burgers" album that came out just a short 
while ago. Most of the stuff Jefferson Air-
plane has squatted out on Grunt so far 
leaves me unsatisfied and even em-
barrassed, just like reading this rag. But 
probably, just like Ticker, Grunt is what it is 
becoming. The "Grace-Paul" wing of the 
airplane puts out Stuff fit for the flights of 
the likes of Alison Steek. -
But \pff me "Burgers" album r the in-
_triguinjk*!WaterJ?^^ 
box. You don't have to be a Baruch College 
hippie to tell that Jorma Kaukonen has 
quietly carved out some kind of an in-
dividual style over the years on guitar, a 
style perfectly suited to the thumping brass 
drives of Jack. Jorma plays with the texture 
that someone like Steve Stills forgot after 
Ihe last Springfield album. What with the 
weird notes and chordings, I am more en-
thralled when Jorma creates not only a 
lovely melody (like toe quiet ones sound on 
Surrealistic Pillow) but develops it by 
playing acoustic and electric techniques 
against each other. Lay Cassidy's bass 
under all this and you've got much music .̂  
I've only heard one side of "Burgers" so far 
as I write mis so either pay half the normal 
attention or buy toe album on sale. 
The album suffers from low vocals, and 
what you can hear is the nasal bluesey style 
of the first HT album forced into a louder 
rock sound and for me its hard to get into. 
But ttie essence of this music is toe music. 
The playing makes it for me, enough so to 
minimize the preceeding points. The stellar 
interaction between Jorma and Jack is 
spellbinding and engrossing if you want it to 
be so. Papa John's fiddle is sweet and 
piercing. Now theres one of those square 
dance boogie tunes that all the girls in T-
shirts will sidle up to. Its got a good beat, 
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Dick. This next one is heavy with screaming 
guitar, if you feel like china breaking, if you 
feel like laughing. 
As much as I'm coming to like Jorma and 
Jack, I'm coming to miss Marty BaHn a lot 
more than I realize. 
While Fm waiting for the new lp from Joy 
of Cooking let me nip you to some more job. 
Joyous Noise may not let you know they 
know it by their lbw-ype, but they just may 
be up there with those more raunchy Riders 
playing loud country rol l . . .' Their second 
album just out and boy do I want them to ge 
the airplay and the push. What they do is 
t h ^ i-ock and roll off the hip, like Buf Spri 
played, very driving and very tight. This is 
the best third-generation Southern 
California music I've heard. The loud sonas 
are the best asset. Comparisons to the 
Springfield are ineffective here so I won't 
make them in mis article. But you'll make 
'em at home. Buitarist Marc Mcdure has 
admitted to trying to copy Steve Stills when 
he was 16. I've decided that's no crime at all. 
Joyous Noise was the first band to try out 
Hoyt Axton's "Never Been To Spain." But 
' their version gave it the soft acoustic 
respect due a traveller. Hence no hit. This 
new alburn "Wanderingman" covers up any 
previous mistakes in production (quiet 
acoustics) and makes only one or two new 
ones, a slow tune that sounds under the 
influence. On the loud tunes there is a lot of 
picking, at the same time, which is how I 
like it. Fd love to see Joyous Noise live and 
loud. Until them we'll just turn it up. 
It's rare that I get crazy about three new 
albums for one issue but I've got to add the 
new one by good ol' Cat Mother who left the 
city for California an album ago and only 
come back to record for free at Electric 
Ladyland. You choose which to buy 
tomorrow cause they're all good rockers. I 
. have always loved Cat Mother's sound. JEts 
dominated first ami last by that neavy 
Leslie organ and everything else just sorta 
trucks in and out and around. While many 
other bands have joined the growing 
number of groups that play on that bummer 
straight-four (Jef&Beck's new stuff j s a^ood 
eaurfpplel Hot .Tuna, JOYOMB Noise and Cat 
Mother still work out of that good oT 
California^ San Francisco drive energy. Do 
you understand what I mean? Cat Mother is 
loud, out-front, driving music with about as 
much texture as patchpants dungarees. This 
time its organ against guitar and nobody 
wins, but its some race. Alotta lines, just the 
way I like it. 
CM have never lost that satiric penchant 
for the inane rock lyric and delivery, God 
bless 'em. There's two songs on this.new one 
about "sleepin' with a Boy like me." 
Nothing like a groupie song in this day and 
age of cool rock and roll desperation to bring 
us old timers a laugh. 
Man, these three records really surprised 
me. I wan't really expecting the groove to be 
this good, it's got my typewriter smokin'. 
Listen to the new Cat Mother. When a record 
gets your next door neighbor lady-a-banging 
on the wall you know you're on to a good, 
thing . . . I don't think she's banging-I think 
she's keeping time. 
Next time your swinging Soc or Psych 
teacher lays that funky "American society 
is becoing 'Other Directed' " jive on you all, 
you ought to raiseyour fist and respond with 
a soulful "Right On!"For nowhere else but 
in the world of rock and roll can you find a 
Madison Square Garden full of freaks and 
mirrors. One thing I learned from hob-
nobbing with the superstars and with the 
publicity people who make them super is 
that before anyone thinks they know 
anything about making rock music in this 
country, they had better-well love them-
selves before they love others. And get into 
knowing themselves before that. 
The New York rock and roll audience is 
the most unhealthy aspect of the whole 
scene. No real need to get into stories of 
audience stupidity over tbe past two years; 
we've all heard about sneaking down and 
gTv> îrir»g jn. Only last year the kids were 
doing it at Mets games. But here's one you 
might like: At Steven Stills' Manassas show 
at Carnegie Hall last week, Stills closed the 
show by introducing the band one by one. He 
introduced Fuzzy Samuels, the band's 
beautiful and funky bass player. As Fuzzy 
walked across the stage some of the little 
— — - f r y GaryFra** n BM",. .. i/.
vu.\ '•'?•. 
ones a-sneaking down front called out for 
him to dance. He bad been danrfng' wildly 
and beautifully all evening while playing. 
Some show all by himself! Now the kids 
wanted him to dance for them. He said "No, 
no . , ." shaking his head, cooling out. To 
show Fuzzy how sincere they were, they 
raised their hands in the power salute, man. 
Fuzzy i s black. All the others were young 
and white. I think that's funny. Why . . > you 
don't have to be" there-to dig it. There are 
other episodes mat are just as good. The 
show was held on May 4th. Stills, for an 
encore, introduced, his rendition of Neil 
Y6unl ,^Cm»^T>y~saymg VtmtmWsmT^ 
wouldn't ordinarily do but today i s the an-
niversary of something very important. 
Cheers, just cheers from toe audience. 
That's right. He just said . . " the an-
niversary of something very important. . ." 
and everybody cheered like he was talking 
about peace or something. 
The point of all this frustration is mat 
there is so much unscrewed in this world 
that these days fists and salutes may just 
not be enough. Cases in point: 
One member of the honor guard on the 
Capital steps at J. Edgar's funeral fainted 
and tumbled down a dozen steps while all 
the others in the guard remained at rigid 
attention cause J. Edgar's body box was fast 
approaching with Dick the ~ Slick right 
behind. 
The ABC television network will soon fire 
Dick Cavett and cancel his show unless the 
ratings go up. Now, freaks, Television is 
Television but Cavett had consistently 
risked (and probably lost) bis reputation by 
seeking out some of the finest artists in and 
around music and presenting their music 
and in addition letting them talk.. There has 
been less publicity-cra!p over Cavett's 
musicl guests than toe famous quick "three-
minutes-and-split" musicians have to put 
with when they plug their gig on the 
"Tonight" show. Besides Johnny Carson 
wrote, the liner notes to Kenny* Rankin's first 
album and where are they both now?? You 
might write a letter to ABC. 
r Therms all kinds of evil going on t 
ber^andX ^^"wî 'fipg'ahaMt liyw '̂aB îriifr'- if 
all the teen ies really us^-the-p^wer-
registered-and-voted Wfc it says on all the 
Jetfaro Toil albums maybe we could (with 
the couple, million votes that would bring) 
get tht good guy McPeace elected. Stills, 
superb musician that he is, has made $30,000 
a night while the Revolutionary Art 
Ensemble plays for free every Wednesday. 
I'm as guilty I suppose. I could have told you 
that I really loved the latest Yusef Lateef, 
and the crazy stuff by Ornette Coleman. But 
I was afraid mat some of the brothers 
couldn't get next to may vantage point 
Besides someone keeps telling me this is a 
rock column. What a waste of soul. 
I don't mean for this to be some kind of 
term paper even though its six typed pages, 
but maybe Ron Bruse ought to write the rest 
of this article. He is right. The only subject 
is self . . . but-it doesn't have a beat and it 
doesn't make you feel good. But for the rock 
and rsll crowd, you don't know how dumb 
you look flagging your nipples between T-
Rex and the first row. And it makes me 
damn uncomfortable when you bop your 
way into my box at Carnegie Hall and curse 
me for throwing you out. Where the hell has 
your grace gone? . 
The 'History of Eric Clapton" album will 
sell millions but the blutes will be further 
buried and more obscure. Want to know 
where the Allman Brothers got the 
arrangements for their superbluze? l is ten 
to tbe first Taj Mahal album. And where did 
Taj get the arrangement? Peppier used to he 
able to teach me about the blues. However -
did you lose that grace? 
May I ask you to approach yourself on 
these two levels, toen you can't love others if 
you don't love yourself. Or if you don*t know 
yourself. And you know yon reaBy want to 
know others and i t hurts me in my second 
row seats when you deny It. 
And the other aspect is taste. As long a s -
you're going to pay tons of bucks 
- • • • " - " • ' . ^JS* - . ' 
Sfc 
keep WNEW feeing you _ 
releases; men why not know why you doit . 
These days you don't get what you pay for if 
you pay to ge&in, you know^ Thanks to you 
a l L •• •- - • •• •• v ; ; - ^ \ v 
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is not utilized 
ISi^ 
we might 
consider <also, «ee comment abotft this in 
theBeloitot^me). Tiieyf w w e , arese^&^ 
fee, .advantage. :ofc ^e^artrrtjon parep^allon 
before- the teith ̂ begiii^iiiid they cerfaihly 
go about this m a: very systematic way. 
I think we have something to teach mem, 
however, about destgftfng programs: for 
students that wfll preclude 





of tapes wfil be made 
around 
^_WF inspiring add far-n 
orientaimn program was the one 
v v ^ T « « at this small, prryafe institution, 
wfm a freslmian class of aboufi06 students. 
It is a program mat has evolved ovear the 
last 7 yeare or so, and m its present form can 
surely, provide a number of models for our 
own, albeit we have a population to work 
with many times that size. ; 
as much as it class Common Course, which, in its own 
. . . . . . . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ r. i n ^ common^ 
for onoerslanrimg The role of the instructor 
is to provide leadership,in Otis common 
quest, tOTHrovide standards for disciplined 
thinking, discussion, writing, and to bring 
his maturity, experience and learning/ to 
bear on whatever subject is studied-" Ech 
year, there womtf t>e an overall theme for 
the course so that whatever group of 
students worked with whatever instructor, 
the readmtfs were common, e.g., one year 
thetitlewas *$«ahm *>e*spective." Upper 
class students -who^jjEere dormitory 
lesaJcitts^ aJso^paFtlcipated in the smaller 
group discussions, often- held in the dor-
i,~ as part of the course-.procedure. 
students,called "lees", 
in some advisory capacity to 
3 £ f 
study within the-instructor's department agnation > ^m^^^m^m^ 
CTmpetifion iygenerated among ix^PCiorf 
for paiiicipation by students. Gnjops are 
limited to 10 to 20, depending on whemor it 
will be a smalicxploratory study group or a 
seminar. The students are grven com-
prehensive descriptions of the courses: and 
what wift be expected ot^faein* ; « K ^ * 1 I $ 
fleidbility m format thatjc^ be 
new format are •-
* . * « 
required, and the course itself was required, 
For about 6 years, 
tember, Beloit had 
unto last Sep-
an Under-
each of 4wosemestcr8. 
This'past September the course was 
revised; and made optional for freshmen; it 
is now caHed Undercalss Studies. As such, 
there are about 10-15 seminars offered each 
term, by faculty designated by different 
Departments, with each instructor deciding 
on the format and titie of his course; often a 
subject area outside the usual realm of 
quite clearly. ??lim/ftbiM::<t!*^^ 
portunity for the class to work tdgetl 
small groups of students to coQabora 
for individuak to write and work on their 
different from othercoursesthatthefresh-
men must take {aside freer thecredits no 
credit grade ris that the teacher-is explicity 
directed to emphasize'^"ttie values^ of 
<x«aboration^^ ratter thaa ^ 
petition, of disciplined encounter for its own 
sake, rather than a conditioned ̂ rade grind 
often distorted by the effects of anxiety." It 
is also pointed out, in a Guide* to this ex-
perience, that if an instructor ehooses to 
offer an ''expLkH t̂ory study" experience, it 
would be an opportunity for him to "engage 
special interests which find; little place in 
departmental cm^culum.^ So there is 
something different in it for the teacher its 
Cotttioaed da page 11 \ ~ " ; 
of the above innovations vwere 
by me Pean of the-SchooJ of 
and Science. There is also an 
tional TV closed-circuit program 
gives 4heCoflejge access to ~^ " 
School couns^orskaround the state, to keep 
._ afe.r'̂ wD" leoJtege* programs^ 
requiremento,ete. Sometimes it is run as in-
Dipi vico' trnininjE ncpfiionn .̂ .r \ ' 
As a rule, the University of Wisconsin 
rejects only' &&.per cent/of qualified ap-
pttcahts from w^rfn the/state, and 3-4 per 
_"_"„̂ ."."" S~ _ Jfnsfaters. This means 
if a s i u ^ e ^ ^ to tneuppcr SOper cent of 
or 
out oTstate, lie has ex-
^ ^ S S s T ' 1 
in 
_ ,3r fuir 8-week 
them: If they pass 2 
-bê  
Go Eurbpean w&hout leaving 
the country. Fly witfi us. And stay 
with us too. For only $4 iO;$8 anight. 
In student kinds of places. Atetudent 
kinds of prices. With your kind of 
people: students. The kidsJn Europe 
have been cloi ng it for years. 
Now you can do it here on the 
AmericanAirlines Hostel Plan. For 
students who fly (naturally) American 
Airlines. If you're headed to any of 
our six biggest east and west coast 
cities, you*ll find clean, conveniently 
located spots to hangyour hat. At a 
cost that won't Hang you up. 
The fun is that you'll find them at 
somex>fthelargest universities in 
America. InBostqn, Washtngtpn, 
Q.C., SarvEraneisco, Los Angeles, 
San Diegor and New York City. 
You'll get fresh linens when you 
check in. A comfortable double 
room. And, depending on the school, 
air conditioning, pools, tennis courts, 
lounges. Movies, concerts, theater, 
whateyer's happening on campus. 
To help you get around, we'JI fly 
your bike whenever you fly for just 
$7. Or tell you where to rent a Ford 
Pintoforonl'y $5 a day, 5C a mile (if 
you're over 21). 
Th is summer, get a Youth Fare 
card if you're under22 and f lyfor less 
with American Airlines. To goalLthe 
way and stay for less too, call an 
American Airlines reservations 
office: And ask aboul theajhiversifies 
OTtheHc^tpiarr^ ^ : : 
/ »: 
tng. 
- i - . ' ^Sc 
; ? - . v ^ 
i _ ^ — : — _ _ 
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teaching and their 
areas is made available to 
Fall, before registration, to 
inake preliminary choices. 
tui^, express their owtt-ln-
^committee attempts to. ac-
, , „ for fins 
mnm»m*& $i&& dealing jlwim 
of t h f c f e i ^ a s ^ p « h « ^ s i t 
£xtenj^e^ infiiruiat^^ 
to D ^ f§esh^eti in the^ 
igg%BdgK HSyof specific seminar* |p be 
^term iŝ  distributed 
<Note that mis 
^ choice in freshman 
Spring *72 semester.) 
. Snce^he Underc^ss Studies courses are 
-elective for the mstructor as well a*' the 
students, there i s considerably more 
motrvation on everyone's part. Some of the 
current Beloit Freshman Seminar tiUes and 
departments of faculty teaching it: 
'£3«ar;lPeace and the Search for a World 
Community (Economics) ~ 
Science Fiction {Philosophy) . r~ 
Sex and .Human Loving (Religious 
Studies) ;-rr--;;—.' 
^P«po!ation^Pohcy (Biology) 
- l ite September 1972^ an Underclass 
counseling program iffiL be initiated that is 
mteoded to bring student and teacher 
together in a kind of "scholar-to-scholar 
iapfetiwifm^^* i»e Beloit's entering students 
v^lbeass^pied in groups of no more man 20 
each to faculty "intellectual mentors" 
"I watJiB^ude^biit-gb 
academic counseling..Mentors and 
_ associates will meet on both in-
dlv|dual and group basis; for the first two ~ 
and individual meetings will be held 
In addition, a 
for hew s^idents 
r* • -~-
w 1 * < * 
broken into 
groups; arid mose tec^ 
«̂ on-£a:,. 
FaB term. t)uring4he second 
semester of me^reshman year, the student 
is encouraged to continue in an independent 
study project under the guidance of Ins 
" : i t b r V " - i * w - " " ' ' """"'• " " • " • 
fe I^spplce- if îth' a group of three 
who have been asslgnedto 
work uitensivery with 1(M3 "H^h Poten-
o ^ " students who, althongb accepted as 
freshmen with less th^n usual academic 
prepaiation, aire newfiheje^ 
tea^.at^.inj^;^ 
stream of Beloit life. These three Black 
faeulty people (one of them was a graduate 
~ of Beloltrs^^Bow^egeftes XaCBi and Greetr 
there) have a distinctive and^ot altogether 
popular point of view m this smaU college 
community. They also have a reputatfoo^ 
however, _ for obtaining an exU aordinarily 
high survival rate among the small number 
of students who are accepted into this 
program (8 per cenC fail-out). Two points 
are well noted: ^ I 
1. No student of 'Tiigh potential" is ac-
cepted for that reason alone; each student 
must be able to make a clear statement of 
what his needs arer-as opposed to simply 
bis wants (italics meirs); he must have a 
clear goal for being in this coUege at this 
time.-:-- "-:.;: -- J.yy-;-.-/•-•-~:.-<: - - :. 
2. These students are not placed in 
remedial programs or courses when they 
arrive; rather in the first semester, they are 
required to take a credited course entitled 
"Systematic Thinking Curriculum," taught 
by this special staff of faculty, and em-
bodying tiK same rigor and requirements (rf 
any other couege level course. The focus is 
on developing their abstract and logical 
thiniring capacities, and on writing skills. 
These students are expected to be in-
corporated^mto any other'-courses of JBMST 
choice in the regular curriculum on 
"•••> • — - . . ' ^ £ ? . -
_r̂  The current and 
us Studies ̂ emmars is one 
s-gi^atdealofmerit,^m structure 
L and content, for ijur open enrollment 
rxHHilatlon- oC'^tudents. The flexibility of 
content, the. smail ô>oup emphais, the in-
novative teachmg ideas encouraged within 
me fr^nework of acao!emic rigor and 
srhrnHation, aB are consistent with our goals 
of mestung new students mm the academic 
stream^ and helping: them survive. 
Relevance of curriculum becomes im-
portant net for its. awTk^^^b^^^iJEaB^a 
respected - faculty,. person has cmisen^. to 
make it so/These siminars become models 
of; instrobtion and excite the appetite for 
rnore learning: 
In iiAKKmi, th^ pfpl lminary inrightc 
suggested by the special facility working 
with mmorUy andk or underprepared 
K'̂ hiigh poteaitial**^ students ^are:worth 
notmg, in developing guidelines for '̂ sur-
vival" prograrns. The student who has not 
wants £ould certainly be helped to do so 
through a variety of smaU group process 
techniques with which we arie adept, here at 
"Baruch, and it is in this area that feuow 
students and student—leaders can be in-
valuable. There is also considerable merit to' 
the proposal of a credited course devoted to 
developing writing Skins and abstract 
thinking facultiies for students who are 
underprepared for academic rigor, on the 
basis of placement tests. Beloit places a 
great deal more emphasis on reading and 
writing in this Underclass Course than we 
have, but we might seriously consider the 
advantages of some greater emphasis on 
formal structure and content in the future. 
- Utilizing faculty who are motivated and 
excited by the possibility ̂  of developing new 
curriculum andV or explorkig interest areas 
outside their departmental guidelines, also 
has merit. The more"" individualized 
trinehto^ relationship (envisioned in 
are net _ 
unfeasible. r. In ̂ -^nerafe he€»ro»sSpon^^ 
stuoents for purposes of o d e S 5 ^ 
- •• - - ~ -' ' -v-- .; i^s.i*r^.^_V--:. . • 
improve" _.. .^,^w..,-««-,.... T-7 ^- J r r r - - ^ -̂ , . 
idmess-forh^^edia^iD^ 
consider much closer liaison^ if hot - ~ 
wim the Department of ^ ::^:.~:<:y::\ 
the summer, 
come to our 
on 
the door 
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- Itfs ̂ aduaticaiuday and 
there you itaiKi.vvdiploiria 
in hand andfuture in doubt. 
You could go on to g^iduate 
sclKxiOryoucbulolodkfca: 
ajob in tcaay^sever-d^iten^ 
ing jobBaarket.Or,ycKijCor4d 
put: your edueationrto wodc 
>lyingfor 
eJ\$r jfprcesOfiBk 
ing SeKpcfprbgrarcu ^ > 
U p o n qualification, 
yo^ii find yourseM^ begin-
^piml2WeAs<rfs 
silver wings as ari Air Force 
pilot or navigators 
OTTS is your chance to 
break away from the crowd 
andberecognized^Forallthe 
facts, rnaflin thecoupon*Or, 
cafl 800-631^1972 tottfiree: 
Remernber,withan Air 
Force future, the sky's no 
.- l i m i t . *InNcwJcr«cTcaflaGCW62-2S03. 
f o sA«ggyCERFcaajrnNcs&vKa j * - * *. 
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j TEXAS 7«48 | 
• ooAirFoeeeOTS. I 
A ClwtwWon 
1 study designed^ to^prepaffe^l 
y<nifor rJbe challenge aâ d ! 
resrx>nsibiHti * ""~" 
cornrnissipn. 
to go on to flight 
tOCSilUL. 
jCowncr^ 
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Ckmtfnuecl from pa^e 7 " -
think the students should be 
encouraged to attend there events. I think 
that Baruch students are as able as any 
students to appreciate them, I don't think 
that Baruch students are in any way inferior 
but I do think that in this school you can get 
the individual^eJp that you need in order to 
make coflege ra^more-fnlfitting. In terns of 
extra-<miTiculum* activities what I per-
sonally like about this school when I was in 
here was the opportunity to grow outside of 
the classroom. There are all sorts of clubs, 
and activities which you could get yourself 
into which could help you grow through your 
by Bill Fox 
L*£%-~£- / ' 7 . 
«*:. .-v."-' 
I-
from Baruch of about 80 students to see ONE 
FEBW OVER THE CUCKOOS NEST at the 
iQcamercy Theater acnd it was one of the 
most exciting shows I have seen, at least 
frees- the point of view of-the audience. 
h \ 
college career, and the people here at 
Student Personnel services I'm not exactly 
perceive and relate the problems tooting my own horn but even before I was 
—"-^ i n these plays. Last night as a here they've helped me grow a lot in the past 
went with a psychology class couple of years, and they've allowed me to 
get into things, allowed me to make my own 
mistakes, and allowed me to grow without 
them coming down on me and telling me 
what to do and what not to do. I think that 
was something very great. What I don't like 
reaction, it was the only off-Broadway show about school? Obviously the drag conditions 
to tbjat received "a standing,' and the atmosphere in which we have to Jive 
^b^wfioai, nand that was ^nd learn m, it is^ an old and tiirty^bimtfir^r 
very encouraging. I really think that Baruch They've cleaned it up a bit in the past couple 
students can go places provided that they of years, but it'^ still dirty and digiounous. 
are made to, in one way or another, en- There's no campus on this building, there is 
no chance to stretch out.. I.think the most 
important difficulty with this school is 
there's no place to be alone around here. 
You come into the Student Center the op-
- portunity to talk is there, but if you want to 
be alone the opportunity is no way in the 
whole school, I think that is a major tragedy 
of this school. 
Student: "I like the Liberal'arts of this 
school because I'm a Philosophy major. I 
dislike taking required courses. Courses 
which have no bearning on what you are 
majoring in. Like I'm an- Ad Hoc major and 
philosophy isn't a regular specialization, 
and I found but mat I have to take all these 
courses like French and -Comparative 
literature, which have nothing todo with 
philosophy hut I have to take them anyway. 
I'm a weH rounded student and for that I 
took Law, and Management, Economics, 
and Accounting. What would I tk> about it? I ' 
guess I just won't get a degree. 
Dr. -Tansey.s "Well I liked it when we had 
2500 students instead of 5509 or 6500 ones. I 
Hked when the faculty offices were in the. 
same building as the students, because then -
you could get a chance to talk to the students 
and^aow^students never comedo see ytra;r 
anymorebecause we're on-24th St., only few . 
come. I guess 1 ^ saying what I 
doa^ IBte atoout̂  ^ e a e h ^ sm«e w&;^ot ; 
officeg-lhfit hasn't 
couraged to, or irisoe cases required to do 
things other than read books, 
v M r . . » C . vv* *-I find that the student body is 
a cross section of the parte of the city which 
I B v e a n d have lived. I feel that their ap-
proach to study needs better organization on 
their own part and more guidance from the 
general faculty of the school. The level of 
this school I think compares favorably with 
other schools with which I've been 
acquainted. I have the usual complaint, our 
facilities really need some shaping up. 
Perhaps we could develop some greater 
involvement within. the . students, them-
selves. We need a mature political point of 
view, better understanding of the history of 
our country especially the history of this 
century the extent to which that so many 
Americans have been deprived of the op-
portunity to play a positive role in the 
development of our society. 
Student: "What I like about this school is 
th«^ X'm gr^uda^ting ^approximately two 
months. W h a t ! dislike? That I got two 
-months to go. 
"Noicoments . 
, ^ c o m t t i e n t v ^ _ .;.-,. ._. 
"What do I like about this-
school? WeH, give, me time to collect my 
On Tuesday, June 20, NewJYork State will 
hold its presidential primary with the polls 
being open from-Span, to 10 p.m. This ar-x 
t ide has not been written to tell you>who to 
vote for, but to teU_you a little about the 
candidates and why you should vote. 
The latest amendment to the constitution 
has given the 18 to 21-year-olds the right to 
vote; a privilege, that was for a long time 
withheld from these U.S. citizens. The way 
in which you (the Ifrtb 21-year-olds) use the -
vote can have a great affect on both the 
presidential primary and the election of the, 
next president. Arguments have been tossed 
back and forth on the electorate system in 
this country, I will-only make one comment 
on mis, and that is, the problems in our 
country have never been alleviated from 
outside the system. 
New York State's primary differs from 
other states' in that in this state no specific 
candidate's name appears on the ballot but 
rathezia delegate's name (who is pledged to 
a candidate) appears. The following is a 
short synopsis of the candidates who may 
appear with delegates pledged to them. 
(There may be some candidates' names 
omitted or added who won't appear on the 
ballot. This is because the Board of Elec-
tions wouldn't divulge this information to 
this writer.) 
The list of the candidates to the best of my 
knowledge is: 
Sne. George McGovern (D-South 
Dakota)—up until a month ago he_ was 
considered a'one-issue candidate (his stand 
against the war). He has recently found the 
issue of the problems-of the blue collar 
worker. * , . .< 
Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.)—his 
claim to fame is his liberal stand 1m racial 
integration and on civil rights. He has the 
longest record in politics, having beeei a 
still pretty good because it's still relatively ' 
percentage of smaB, it's bettor than when I went to City : 
hi many other uptown a s an undergraduate that was mcuh g 
: the students, I bigger than this one. You'll be around 
Lor^reat enough, tomorrow won't you? *^ =, 
mayor, a congressman, a senator, and vice-
president. 
Gov. George Wallace (D-Ala.)--hascb^en 
cited as a bigot for many of his racist views. 
Don't take him lightly, he has much support 
and i s gaining impetus (Archie Bunkeii's 
choice.) , - - > . • 
Sen. Edmund Muskie (D-Mainey-^has 
recently dropped out of the race, but may 
still appear on the ballot. He was the first 
politician to take an active stand against 
pollutiin. .'..•'*' 
SenxHenry Jackson CD-Wash.)—lias also 
recently 6 ^ ^ 
fairly conservative man, \who is against, 
integrated schools. (The only major can-
didate who sends his children to public 
school.) ~~ 
Cong. Shirley Chisholm (DrN.Y.)—The 
first black woman in Congress. Most people 
don't believe she has a realistic chance. 
Mayor John Lindsey (P-N.Y.)—has 
dropped out of the race. Words just can't 
describe him. 
Pres Richard Nixon (R-Calif)— I don't 
believe I can write ah impartial evaluation 
of him, because he has sent and is con^ 
tinuing to send many of my fellow human 
beings to their death. ^c 
Cong. Paul McCloskey (R.-Calif.)—has 
dropped out of the race. Was considered the 
most liberal republican candidate. 
Cong. John Ashbrook (R-Ohio)—is more 
conservative than Nixon. Doesn't stand 
even an outside chance of heating ̂ Nixon. 
The proceeding list of candidates and the 
synopsis that followed were written as* an 
attempt to let you know wh is running. This 
article in no way was meant as a pitch for 
one candidate over another, although it is 
te hard to be completely impartial*. No 
matter who you support, vote. Use this 
privilege which you've been given, and lei 
your vote be heard above the-noise at 
Columbia. -•"*•->- '-* -* - ' - --'-! -"> r ^: 
**&-. «-^;5. 
ment 
Will Hold Its 
Election of Officers 
At ifs next business Meeting on 
., May '11, 1972 
Room 710 
are Urged to Attend!! 
1'. Every male U.S. citizen must register 
within the period 30 days before to 30 days 
following his 18th birthday. 
2. All classified registrants, ^ with the 
exception of those in Class 1-H, must inform 
their local boards of changes in their status. 
Registrants in Glass 1-H must inform their 
boards only of address changes. 
3. A registrant is entitled to bring up to 
three witnesses to his personal appearance 
before a quorum of his local board. Further, 
the registrant is entitled to such time for his 
personal appearance as is reasonbly 
necessary for a fair representation of bis 
claim. Normally, 15 minutes is adequate for 
this purpose. ' ___ 
4. A registrant has 15 days from the date 
on his latest Notice of Classification (SSS 
Form 110) in which to request a local board 
personal appearance; or, if he wishes to by-
pass the personal appearance, he has the 
same 15 days in which to request an appeal 
to the state appeal board, 
5. A registrant can request a personal 
appearance with his local board prior to the 
board's decision on his CO classification or 
hardship deferment request. The same 
procedural rights which would be afforded 
him at a post-decision personal appearance 
are afforded him at a pre-decision meeting. 
Policies 
A post-decision personal appearance win 
not be held if, a pre-decision appearance has 
been held at the registrant's request. 
JB." The reasons for an adverse 
classification decision at a local or state-
level appeal board will be mailed to a 
registrant at the same time he is mailed a 
Notice of Classification (SSS Form 110). If 
the registrant desires the reasons for an 
adverse classification decision by' the 
Presidential appeal board, h e must write to 
his local board within 30 days of the date on 
his latest SSS Form 110. 
7. A registrant receiving a postponement 
of induction which is authorized by the 
National Director or a state director, or 
which is issued in order for him to complete 
a school term or academic year, will receive 
consideration of a reclassification request 
until 30-40 days prior to his actual induction, 
date. Post-induction order reclassification 
requests by other registrants wilTnot be 
considered unless there has been a change 
in their status resulting from circumstances 
beyond their control. 
If you have questions concerning any of 
the policies states above, come visit us in 
Student Draft Counseling, room 307 A in the 
student center. > 
<r . 
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Eisen... 
Continued from page 2 
characteristic rare in many mature 
musicians today. He set the stage with 
Dylan, Tim Hardin and Neil Young songs, a 
few Beatletunes and some songs he wrote 
himself . H e painted the room with warmth 
and peace, and the atmosphere was mellow 
and loose, his audience felt relaxed enough 
to do other things while listening to him. Off 
m one corner some people were building a 
tinker toy, people kept walking in and out, 
and yets: somehow-^ the' ambience was 
relaxing enough that one was able to accept 
all theseinterruptions, somehow here they 
*W<^lb!oTultei^^ were mererya^ 
couple of people feeling comfortable enough 
to be able to relax as in their own home. 
But all this is not to say that people did not 
listen. People listened, they had to listen; 
Jon asked m e m to, but hot in the crude way" 
some entertainers have of getting one's 
attention. Mr. Eisen-called you with his 
emotion, he asked you through his music to 
share with him a particular pain of joy, for 
/ne feels his music, as well as perfornrit. He 
sang a song written by one of his back up 
men about his own - Barmitzvah,and h e 
allowed us to feel with hini and through him 
what it feels like to be—"a man with a. jittie 
boy's fears." *- /" 
Jon Eisen played the guitarr and he did it 
well. He sang, and he made one laugh or esy, 
depending oa» the song. He also performed 
some of the songs he wrote, and they were 
quite beautiful. He had two back up. men 
playing lead and bass, he played acoustic 
and they switched off a couple of times. It 
happened Friday from 12:00 to 2;W in the 
Marble Lounge,' and it "was a good ex-
perience, 1 enjoyed it. 
''That's The 
You're 
The mixolydian musicl club offers you an 
opportunity to forget your worries about 
exams with- a mixed, program which 
promises to appeal to ALL tastes and to take 
ALL minds off ALL mundane concerns 
(such as PASS-FAIL). 
Join us in Room 1220 Main on Thursday, 
May n t h during club hours:' 12 noon—2:00 in 
coder to be entertained by your friendly 
Baruch-Mbsplydians. ^ 
To give you some idea of the bill of |are: 
Wayne MuscareHa of the recent Baruch. 
production of' HAIR will play piano for 
David Finklestein in such songs as "I Feel 
Fine'% "Norweigian *food", "Let it Be." 
Lyma Mcintosh, who performed at the last 
Mixolydian Musicale, wiD again sing—this 
time "I don't know how to love him" and 
play two medleys at the piano: songs' from 
Born Free, Love Him" and 
SCRATCH ABOVE PARA 
- • To give you some idea of the bill of fare: 
Wayne Muacarella of the recent Baruch 
HAJRwfflptB^giaAoforPaYid 
~ - - - - - - — JTSELt" 
Lydia McTntosh, who performed at the last 
Mixolydian Musicale, will again sing—this 
time "I Don't Know How to Love Han" and 
play two medleys at the piano: songs from 
Bron Free^ Romeo and Juliet, Love Story. 
Janet Soffer will play; Bach and the first 
movement - of Beethoven's Pathetique^ 
Larry Szenyi wiD play electronic 
sings the JESUS CHKKT 
Walter Grandberry 
will play Bach, Beethoven's Fur EHse, 
Chopin. Sylvia McTntosh will play the song 
"Jesus Christ Super-star" and another by 
l i e Jackson Five-I- ''She's Good." Barbara 
Ai Scott will, play a wild piece by Bela 
Bartok called "ALLEGRO Barbaro.'^ Also 
appearing will be a Mixolydian group called 
CHARISMA, a rock band which will present 
compositions containing original 
arrangements by member's of the 
organization. Members of CHARISMA are 
Vick Vaugham, lead -guitar; Les. Wilson, 
bass ; J immy Johnson, drums; Rody 
DeJesusr Organ; Tamil Beltazar, Guitar. 
So-bring'your ears and friends of music 
and leave your cares outside. See you then 
on May 11! -
J Unusually high 
potential part time as 
independent exec for 
new infl co 





by ROB MUHLRAD 
(with a little help 
from George Marotta) 
"_Spring Day" at Baruch not only brought 
us an "instant campus", free. Pepsi, and two 
hours away from classes, it also brought us , 
Buzzy _and his band played a short but 
exciting set on April 26 and were well 
received by the enthusiastic crowd. Their 
music contained touches of jazz, blues, folk 
and plain old rock, stemming from Buzzy's 
background in these areas. 
"Before Lknew there was anything on the 
other end of the dial," Buzzy related, "I 
used to listen to Theresa Brewer and the 
Four Lads. Since it was the best' thing I had -
ever heard in my life, I enjoyed it a lot." 
Then Elvis Presley came. That started to 
change his mind a little.-
One day, Mr. Linhart stopped his car to 
make a call and left little Buzzy by himself. 
The younger Linhart then discovered what 
was on the other end of die dial. "I heard 
these black people really getting it off... I 
got into early Fats Domino, the Cadillacs, 
the £3 Dorados and all those early groups." 
After hearing Little Richard and »> ry Lee 
Lewis, he realized he wanted to be rock & 
roQ singer. 
Buzzy T .inhart was born in Pittsburgh and 
raised in Cleveland. A schooled musician, he 
had a jazz group when he was 11 years old, 
though he really wanted to do rock & roll. 
Buzzy hung out with the "better musicians" 
of the school band and rock & roll was 
considered an "out thing/' Every time he 
turned to a station playing such music, his 
friends would say,^ "Oil man, that's 
nowhere... you gotta dig Dorsey and 
MiJes/V^He felt embarrassed and thus 
played onty a Mttlerock &roll in high school. 













160 I . 23rd St., 
near 3rd Ave. 
AL4-1060 
., A four year stretch in the Navy lasted for 
only a little over a year. "By going in and 
saying I just couldn't dig it, they let me out. 
It was different back then. Now you can be 
stir-crazy and they'll say 'Maybe he's 
tooling so we'll keep him in."- Burzyjwas 
" staTSoi3©d1m^rasnnigtott;*l^ and 
played in me Navy band where he got deeply 
into jazz. ~ 
A year after bis discharge, he went 
through some changes regarding black jazz 
musicians and went to Miami; There he 
heard Fred Neil, the pre-Byrds David 
Crosby, and Bob Gibson. He decided that 
would be "a nice thing to do—to sit down 
with a guitar and do your own music that's 
: not anything in particular. Therefore you 
wouldn't have to g o through any changes of 
doing what you supposedly bad to do to get 
along in a certain circle... You'had to be.a 
blues folk singer or a traditional folk singer, 
mountains or bluegrass. As far as I could 
see,-everything was folk music entirely, 
music written by folks." 
-From Miami, Buzzy went to Cleveland to 
play what he wanted, then to New York to do 
the same. He had his own groups and played 
solo for a while. He ended up playing vibes 
for Tim Hardin, Fred Neil, Richie Havens, 
Jimi Hendrix on "The Cry of Love," "John 
B. Sebastian," Jake and the Family Jewels 
and Patti LaBelle. According to Buzzy, he 
turned^ down an invitation to play with 
Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young because he had 
his own group at the time. "If I had known 
mat group was going to break, up, I would 
have joined." He also said he rejected an 
offer-to play on Dylan's "Highway 61 
Revisited," as well as offers to join Blood, 
Sweat & Tears, Sea Train, and Steve Stills' 
Manassas. Buzzy turned down the latter 
of his curreni group. — 
Mrs. Jeannie Linhart" gave birth to twins 
on April 23. Naturally his newly born sons 
are an important part of Buzzy's future 
plans. Hisother plans call for hjm to start on 
his nex^ album before bis new one is even 
released. "I figured out some important 
"linings during the Tlast ;one^<Biizzy ex-
plained. "I want to put six months' heavy 
work into the new one... In the first three-
months I'm going to find a producer. I 
produce myself now and I discovered that it 
was impossible to get as far and objective 
about my work as possible. It was a big 
strain producing myself ."He wants to find a 
"really genius producer" whom he can 
trust. After getting to know each other well 
for about three inontfisX_they,ll spend 
another three months in the studio doing the 
album. 
Buzzy's new Kama Sutra album, called 
simply "Buzzy," will he out at the end of 
May. Two of his old albums, "Music" and 
"Buzzy" (not to be confused with his new 
one), originally on Philips, were recently 
reissued by Kama Sutra in a double album 
set entitled "Buzzy Linhart." His current; 
band - consists of Danny Trifan on bass; 
Peter Ponzol, woodwinds; Luther Rix, 
drums; and the newest member who just 
joined, Dicky Frank, guitar: Buzzy per-
forms on guitar and vibes. -
How did Buzzy feel about '^Spring Day?" 
"It was really nice because it wasn't for any 
specific - thing. It was mce to just do 
something for no specific reason... it was 
nice to have things donated by specific 
people." He continued, "And it was nice to 
be able to announce who they all were.^ You 
know how hard it is to go into a basketball 
place and get 12 free basketbolls?" At this 
point Buzzy apologized for nqt bringing the 
m** m 
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FifBi i n a Series of 5 Articles 
''.I V - ' - T • — 
_' M. Rosenberg - :•. " -*'" '- /''~ 
..v7"*>'---;,-'•'•".••••; .',.-••"• ' .;;:: .̂ .'''.-"•' '"IMrecliordl-Oirtartaflte 
approximately 200 new entering f r e s h m m p a r t c i p a t e d in Orientation. The l& Orientation, no work, all jrelaxation. 
weTe<M»cenu-atedmto a 5-hour one-day m e e t i n g , a 2 * o u r Curriculum Workshop and* , . < 
eight hours of meet ing wim a stud«it and faculty leader. ^ * ̂  . ^ 
^ l overcame a B ^ _ of iny 
Jayne Mangino) were written on evaluation forms forwarded to m e at the conclusion of the _ -
last freshman ^ t i e e o ^ g ^ — ^ ^ ^ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^•:-/:----Z:.> -• Posffere Quotes 
The lecture on program planning helped me 
a great deal. -.•- "••_.-
I got to know all the people in my class and 
to get around school without feeling out of 
place like I did the first week. 
friends. As a matter of fact, very 
:•;?. 
In my opinion the orientation class should 
termiriate after m^ 2nd or 3rd 
(after that its & drag.) 
I did not receive anytinng from this class. I 
Negative Quotes: 
I would like for it to be extended for the 
whole term and given at least one credit for 
it. 
I have learnt something about the school 
and things, that occur. I have become less 
tense in my attitude. I don't mink of this 
class as a waste. If any problems occur at 
least tney can be answered. 
I made several new friends from my 
orientation class. Also it was beneficial to 
me in terms of-how to take a test and jaiake^a 
term paper. 
It gave us a chancp to rap about different 
things, whether it was serious or not! I n e 
kids seemed to open up and get involved. 
Itfwas nice to meet with a small group and-
freely voice yum giipes. Sometimes even 
I really did not make friends, but l-fouiid very baixt There was not enouglr 
myself surrounded by a nice friendly group the class. Also it is very hard to reach: j ^ b V 
I basically did not enjoy the program—I m**!H&&frtjtt • ofn^clas8wn^j^m«et'«u^ 
valueiny time and feel I could have made n _ ^ » _ i ' ^ S ^ i"' .̂
 : ^1 ' _^ ; V "*-'•"• -^ »••' ' ••'••• ̂ '-" » "• '•' • \-rC-better use of it B o f l j Professor Claire Brddy and myself ,working closely wlm students, facnlfy and other 
membersjrf flie Department of Student Personnel Services are utilizing CAIT experrence of 
I hated i t ' t h e Vastyear . - to enrich the program for m e faU. We w m never satisfy all , but we s ee the 
impact of Freshman Orientation as being considerable. 
At t imes this informal meeting returned to a T r: H ,-*. * â  wi-« • * "*- \- t -*_-.'^.- ' _ * • • «^ v -
teacher-classroom situation So maybe I w o u M P^sonally like to thank Clave for her tireless efforts this past year as Freshman 
having the students as leaders would be A*«sor, and Jayne Mangino, our secretary, for her significant contribution. In addition, my 
better. appreciaaon goes to t̂he more than 100 student leado^ and mculty who nave gjven of their 
tiineandtalent to planning and conducting FTeshman Orientation. Lastly, to the more than 
I think it should not be held in a classroom, ^ ^ S 6 ^ 6 1 1 , ^ 0 ^ f P ? ^ 0 1 ? 3 ^ ** «»^^pupuit for "togetherness, friendship and 
because people become more open when the understanding, my best wishes to them for their years ahead at Baruch. 
classroom set up doesn't pressure them. 
There should be more than one student 
leader so that the class is not directed on one 
person, it may have even spread attention to 
the whole class.. 
I think that the class shouldn't have a 
faculty leader. This givers the feeling that 
she is there to supervise. 
. . have 2 out of 8 hoursineeting more with' 
other freshmen. 
I didn't see any positive factors in orien-
tation. It was much too formal.Jt lacked a 
certam friendliness. •'• ^ "''--7i 
I feel this class was useless and a waste of 
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by Alan Roy Shark 
Preamble: 
_ "_ WHERAS, the Board has had a long-
standing policy that there exists an 
academic community of interest and that 
such community of interest includes the 
Instructional Staff, and...(Students?) 
- * - - • • • — 
We never like to depict Higher Education 
as the big business that it is. As we look at 
the extravagancies in the Madison Avenue 
approaches promoting today's University 
""' offerings,~ we""find lelttrac tfve nppstersr 
brochures, and newspaper advertisements 
enticing ut tor study at home; study out of 
state; or, study abroad—regardless of the 
season. To go with the hew offerings, there 
are new forms of financial aid which enable 
us to place a down payment on our 
education. As we invest in our futures, we 
pay through the nose. 
By computerized registration students are 
_ placed on the university assemblyline where 
they are screwed, bolted, hammered and 
-shaped to fit pre-set, if not often 
anachronistic designs. In the last decade it 
has become apparent that students are no 
longer content with being prefunctorily 
processed. 
Students have witnessed the emergence of 
unionism on campus, and are aware of the 
problems arising from conflicts of interest 
in labor management relations. It started 
with maintenance workers, and spread to 
caretakers, office staff, cafeteriaworkers 
and now to faculty and some ad-
ministrators. 
Asa student leader of ah organization mat 
represents 320,060 students at the 21 cam-
puses 6t the City University of New York, I 
find myself constantly dealing with 
questions and problems regarding student 
right*. It is a frWtrattagie^lmg to be the 
oary group on campus not holding a union 
card. While we recognize the rights of the . 
aforementioned parties to bargain collec-
tively, we must ask: why not us? /^ 
At the City University it has taken same 
special type of consumer, for, unlike the 
consumer who many choose to shop at the 
A&I* or Grand Union store, the college 
student, by comparison is usually quite 
limited as to selection. After all, how many 
students can really choose to go to Harvard 
or Yale? 
While.the shopper makes a choice as to 
which brand to buy, the student is led to 
believe he is choosing which courses to buy. 
College departments may- be likened to the 
various sections of a supermarket. For a 
balanced diet the shopper is told to choose 
Pjro*Krts f ri>m_the daii^groug, meat group, 
fruit and vegetable" group and" fee cereal 
group. For a balanced education students 
are told they should choose courses from the 
Math, Science, English and Humanities 
Departments. Besides being compelled to 
take courses which are seldom anything but 
extra calories, adding superfluous fat to 
their scholastic skeleton, students often find 
mislabeled courses which fail to contain the 
advertised ingredients: Artificial sweetners 
can be analogous to pendantic mentors. 
Cans, as courses, are sometimes left on the 
shelf too long, only to collect dust. Poor 
nutrition is not uncommon these, days, as 
students are being priced right out of the 
academic market. The price is manifested 
in both time and money, in both semester 
hours and fees or tuition. In this same 
market students have found food for thought 
that is literally indigestable. 
Many of us attend college for reasons of 
survival. Knowledge, and recognition of 
knowledge, provides many students with the 
tools needed to survive in a world that we 
find highly competitive. We alson know that 
knowledge can be found independently, and 
that learning is a lifetime process, and can 
take place anywhere at anytime. Loosing 
over student inventories, we see a growing 
national attrition rate as students "have 
placed other values and experiences before 
formalized higher education. Perhaps, that 
is why the universities are trying to sell 
.They know that 
tine fact thattkey 
have 
where far reaching decisions are made. 
Before unionism at the City Umversity,jthe 
faculty had hired itself, fired itself, and 
promoted itself. Now, through being 
unionized, they not only continue to do the 
aforementioned, and to grant academic 
credit and award college degrees, but they 
also enjoy a system of tenure that beats all 
other existing forms of job security. The 
faculty at CUNY is one of the most powerful 
and highest paid faculties in the nation. It is 
this same faculty that has continually 
rejected new governance plans that provide 
-1°JL3 JS^^^„storij^^f3!Mden]^_res^on^_ 
sibilities with students. It is this same 
faculty that demands better parking 
facilities, separate elevators, private dining 
facilities, as well as private lavatories, at a 
time when space is at a premium.- As for the 
latter, it is quite demeaning to see locked 
faculty bathrooms; i t depicts a polarizing 
class distinction. 
While faculty speak of faculty 
prerogatives, student's prerogatives must 
also be spoken of. While faculty pursue 
better teaching conditions, students must 
pursue better learning conditions. While 
faculty seek faculty excellence students 
must seek student excellence. Faculty-
conditions of employment can easily be 
equated with student conditions of 
enrollment. Faculty cherish academic 
freedom as to what to teach, students must 
cherish academic, freedom as to what to 
learn. The only legitimate means of 
achieving true academic freedom is the 
actual sharing of academic responsibility. 
To this day, it is hard to say just where 
faculty unions will lead us. It's too early to 
tell. One thing is certain; theumonkstructure 
of-today can never be satisfied with^what i t 
has. By its veryapolitical nature,tfie; 
will be asking for more each time a 
is negotiated; as the faculty g e t - a o r i ^ ^ 
students will get less. r y ^ - ^ 
Each of the following issues were teafcen 
from terms- alreadyAn the faculty union 
contract. •*•C:~:-
Relationships should include the formal 
recognition of students. Students, as 
members and special consumers of fee 
academic community, should he consulted 
alKmtJssuegjOEj^ci^ 
lives. A grievance procedure should be 
made formal and binding. Information and; 
data should be provided upon request. 
Evaluations of faculty must be performed, 
at least in part, by students by both written 
and oral representations. - Disciplinary 
actions and procedures must be clearly 
spelled out. . r , 
Since these contracts go way beyond the . 
realm of economic issues, it seems most 
appropriate and necessary that students 
participate in collective bargaining. 
The faculty has abandoned some of their 
professionalism by submitting themselves 
to the^ndustrial models of unions. They 
have increased their arsenal of power by 
relying on arbitration, the courts and 
threats of job action and possibly strike. 
What worries me most is, at whose expense 
will the faculty thrive? -
Hopefully, a day will come when there will 
be a triangular bargaining table, with the 
students, faculty, and administrators ' 
rounding off the corners: truly sharing in a 
community of interest. 
Baruch Night Ball Game 
CaUed on Account 
to Twwkle J&rt f i t t rb^wlF^ see&m oh 
student rights and due process. It can be 
said mat it took 129 years to formerly 
fflrtabTfth what may J>e termed as student 
prerogatives. 
An irony exists that while students fight a 
long tedious battle to assert their rights and 
gain meaningraf recognition, the faculties of 
fee University continue to repidly mtrease 
their union demands and strengthen their 
self proclaimed prerogatives. In many 
cases faculty fringe benefits have infringed 
on student rights. A blatant example of this 
is the, United Federation of College 
Teachers' recent demands calling for a nine 
hour teaching load and a minimum annual 
salary of $17,500. With the scarcity of public 
dollars it is obvious that if such demands are 
to be met they are likely to be met through 
increases in fees and tuition costs. 
The two faculties of CUNY have now-
merged calling themselves the Professional 
Staff Congress (PSC). Their first order of 
business was to move to block student 
evaluations which they claim are illegal. 
"Only an evaluation system protecting staff 
rights and negotiated by fee PSe can be 
legal." Up until now the Board of Higher 
Education has mandated that each college 
devise their own plan by the joint efforts of 
students, faculty, and administrators. 
The Board has maintained that "self-
government can only be successful if each 
community is permitted fee freedom to 
design its own structure within a basic 
framework of rights and responsibilities." 
These very goals are subverted by the 
PSCs contention that they must speak for 
the thousands of faculty throughout fee 21 
campus system. In a sense fee PSC is/far- r 
cing fee Board to centralise tis power to 
uphold and negotiate faculty contracts at a 
time when it is trying to decentralize itsfef 
giving greater autonomy to the individual 
governing bodies. -_ 
Getting back to students, we can surmise 
that if there were no students to learn, there 
wouldn't be a need for people to teach-in 
fact, we have said, and continue to say, feat 
fee coUegeWes its existence to fee student 
Students are consumers of knowledge. 
They must be characterized as a very 
Jteruch college's baseball team qualified 
place mcire emphasis on form and structure 
than on substance and matter. 
The battte lor stadrai- iwimiiiliiHi has 
been long fought, and stfiX continues, 
although it is changing in its means and 
sometimes in its ends. We have witnessed 
the emergence of frofldmg takeovers, and 
demonstrations, contrasted wife milder 
forms of protest such as petitioning and 
letter writing campaigns. Whatever the 
methods, the goals have always been 
congruent. 
It is-quite probable feat many hours and 
days of endless frustrations could have been 
avoided had colleges provided legal 
channels for the filing of grievances. 
Without such mechanisms, students have 
had to resort to other means to present their 
demands. More often than not, their 
demands were reasonable. Yet, on this 
point, students have been stereo-typed as 
truculent. 
The spring of discontent, that we 
remember well, was not as spontaneous as 
some would like to believe. Rather, it was a 
culmination of heated anxieties and 
frustrations, igniting themselves to the 
spark of a central issue (e.g., Cambodia, 
Kent State). Had students been recognized 
as a collective force, countless con-
frontations may have been avoided. To this 
day, fee majority of colleges throughout our 
country have no formalized effective 
grievance procedure. 
Today's student is a far more 
sophisticated creature than his more docile 
predecessors of yesterday. He's far more 
concerned about his environment, his life 
style, his culture. It is this new breed we are 
speaking of, who are determined to pursue 
what they believe to be their greatest needs 
and most fundamental values. 
The Board of Higher Education in its 
statementirf Policy on the organization and 
governance of fee City University of New 
York has staled: 
"Since fee academic program owes its 
existence primarily to the student body itr 
selves, the students should have a par-
ticipating role in fee academic decision 
making process..." 
Though Collective Bargainingg is never 
explicitly mentioned, this very process is 
it had its ni0i game against 
Brooklyn College called on account of 
ftseetns feat Baruch's permit for its night 
games at Randall's Island runs from 7:45 to 
10:45. In the top of the ninth inning wife fee 
score tied at 10-10, Brooklyn had two-run-
ners on wife one out. As Richie Armellino 
delivered his pitch fee clock struck 10:45 
and out went fee lights. The umpires had no 
choice but to call fee game. 
Wildness on fee part of Baruch pitchers is 
what caused the game to run for three 
hours. Starter Steve Klein walked 10 in less 
than six innings. Three subsequent relievers 
added five more walks for a total of 15 
matching a single game record set against 
Brooklyn last year. Three Brooklyn pitchers 
walked eight Baruch batters. 
Baruch did most of fee hitting in the game 
getting 10 hits, five of them for extra bases. 
Hector Baker continued his torrid hitting 
wife two doubles and.a triple with four runs 
batting in. Tony Russo tripled wife the bases 
loaded and Jim Ryerson doubled. 
Baker doubled in two runs in fee first 
inning to put Baruch ahead. After Brooklyn 
tied the score Baruch jumped into a 5=2 lead 
on run scoring bits by Bruce Bueller and 
Glen Fried plus a wild throw. 
The Kingsmen rallied for six runs in the 
sixth inning on only one hit. There were six 
walks and each runner scored. Baruch came 
right back as Russo's bases clearing triple 
made it 8-8. Brooklyn went two up and Baker 
responded with a two-run double so it was 
10-10 going to the ninth. 
The tie kept alive Baruch's current hot 
streak. In its last nine starts the team has 
won six, tied two and lost only one. The 
streak began against Queens wife a 6-5 
victory. Then it was John Jay, 11-9 and -
Stony Brook, 6-3. The three-game winning 
streak was temporarily stalled wife a 2-2 tie 
with New Haven. It picked up again wife a 5-
4Twini overSf.l'etersin" 12 innings. Pace was 
beaten, 7-6, and New Paltz, 6-3. The six-
game winning streak and seven game un-
beaten skein* both new school records, 
ended with a 10-4- to St Francis. Since 
returning from its Florida tripJBaruch has a 
7-5-2 record. 
Bob Deering pitched his first complete 
game and first victory in stopping New 
In si* of fee nine innings he retired 
...r.„. "_ ^ _ _ 7 _ ^ .:""•. ' g b g y BMSSQ-led t h e 
attack wife four Stra3g(h(~]i2ts â dd̂ w& runs 
batted in. Jim Ryerson had a pair of hits. 
Baruch oufeit Pace 16-4, but it took a 
double by Jim Ryerson followed by a home 
run by Tony DiSanzo in fee ninth inning to 
pull out a 7-6 win. Boh Deering connected f or 
his first homer. Russo and Baker each had 
-three bits while Ryerson, Deering, Fried 
and Klein had two each. The 16 hits were the 
best ever for Baruch. 
Timely bitting by Russo and Baker and 
clutch pitching by Richie Armellino and Bob 
DiNardo helped pull out the 5-4 win over St. 
Peters. Trailing 4-1 midway through the 
game Baruch pecked away wife single runs 
in the fifth on Ryerson's single, sixth on 
Russo's triple and eighth on Baker's double. 
With the score tied at 4-4 in the bottom of 
the ninth St. Peters put runners on first and 
third wife none out. Armellino pitched out of 
the jam to send fee game into extra innings. 
When Armellino walked the leadoff batter in 
the tenth Di Nardo relieved. He retired three 
straight batters in the tenth, eleventh and 
twelth and got the victory when Baker's 
sacrifice delivered fee winning run in the 
top of fee wtelfth. 
Baruch has six games left on the schedule. 
Last night Baruch was scheduled to play 
Hunter at Randall's Island. The final five 
games are on fee road. This afternoon at 
Montclair State, tomorrow at Fairleigh-
Dickinson of Madison, Friday a 
doubleheader at Roger Williams in Rhode 
Island and next Tuesday at Kings Point. 
Baruch will resume play in September when 
they start a major fall program. 
Vote for the 
Constitution 
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